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TVA Officials Optimistic
Miners' Return To Work Would
Mean Adequate TVACoal Supply
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP ) — A.
miners' return to work under a Taft-
Hartley injunction would all but ensure
the Tennessee Valley Authority an
adequate coal supply without man-
datory power curtailments.
Officials say the nation's largest
utility still may not have to resort to
layoff-producing power cuts even if
miners refuse to work under President
ministration Hoping
Carters' request Monday for an in-
junction.
• "We hope Taft-Hartley will work,"
TVA Chairman Aubrey Wagner said
after Carter's announcement Mondays."
"If it does, we'll be able to make it
--without any mandatory curtailments."•
"If they don't go back to work, it's
. going to be touch-and-go, dependfRg. dit
bow cold it stays, how much rain we get-
, for our hydro generators, and also how
Miners Obey Work Order
By JAMES GEFtSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The White
House, anticipating initial defiance by
coal miners to any back-to-work order,
is hoping that available supplies and at
least some resumed mining will tide
coal-dependent states over until warm
weather arrives.
This ,morning the president told
congressional leaders that he hopes the
miners will obeyuthe injunction. Carter
announced Monday that he is seeking a
back-to-work order under the Taft-
Hartley Act, and that there is no plan to
consider alternatives.
Rep. John Brademas of Indiana, the
House Democratic whip, reported on
Carter's breakfast meeting with the
congressional leadership. The con-
gressman said there was no discussion
of a temporary federal seizure of the
mine8.
The over-all White House plan was
described by high-level officials, who
asked not to be named.
It hinges on several factors con-
vincing miners to return to work,
among them court orders, increased
wages'-=Eiridloss Of food stamps if they
refuse.
But it also includes the -hope that
individual coal companies and union
districts can reach their own
agreements, sending some of the
nation's miners back to work under new
contracts.
. For several weeks, White House
officials have been _holding out the
possibility that individual contracts
could be reached outside the national
bargaining effort so that some mines, if
not all, of them, could be reopened.
Now they are saying that the Taft-
Hartley injunction might be conducive
to such a solution. Once a few such
contracts are agreed upon, it is hoped
that other union districts and com-
panies would be encouraged to take
similar action.
"Several companies and districts
have indicated a desire to negotiate
independently,- said one ad-
ministration source. "For those that
don't, we will be in a position to stretch
out available resources until warm
weather comes."
One official, who asked not to be
named, conceded that the "game plan"
was more what the administration sees
as a plausible scenario than a well-
charted course.
If the administration is not counting
completely on the voluntary com-
pliance of the miners, it is at least
hoping that the arrival of U.S. marshals
carrying back-to-work court orders to
the Appalachian coal towns may
convince the miners to adopt a more
cooperative attitude.
It could have a sobering effect,"
said one official, tapping the air with a
closed fist to imitate a marshal
knocking on a closed door.
The administration also is prepared
to use court orders to go after as many
as 5,000 officials of the United Mine
Workers, carrying the government
effort well 'past the union's national
level.
inside today
One official said at the White House
that if court orders are defied, the
administration would seek penalties
that would put the union's local, as well
as national, treasuries in jeopardy.
If that isn't enough, according to the
White House plan, the miners may be
convinced to return to work if they are
paid the higher-wages offered by the
Bituminow Coal Operators Association
in the contract that was rejected over
the weekend.
Administration officials have been
quick to point out that strikers who
defied an injunction could lose their
eligibility for food stamps, since the
injunction would make the strike
illegal.
much non-union coal we can get," he
TVA's stockpiles at 10 of its 12 power-
plants have dwindled from more than 7
million tons when the United Mine
Workers strike began Dec. 6 to 1,747,000
tons, a 23-day supply, on Monday.
The government utility's directors
are expected to give final approval
Thursday to a plan that would reduce
power to industry by 30 percent if the
stockpile falls to 1 million tons. Officials
say the curtailment would affect about
2,000 industries in the seven states TVA
supplies with power and force between
100,000 and 150,000 workers off their
jobs.
But warm : weather, renewed
shipments from non-UMW mines in the
East, new purchases of 'western coal
and voluntary conservation by con-
sumers have combined to reduce the
likelihood of the forced cutbacks.
-Our - stockpiles have not quite
stabilized, but we've gotten to the point
where we're losing maybe 100,000 tons a
week instead of half a million tons
weekly," Wagner said.
TVA is the nation's largest coal user,
normally burning about 750,000 tons a
week — 60 percent'of .it from UMW
nuneS 7 to supply electricity to 2k1
million customers. Last week, it cut the
burn to 405,000 and at the same time
received 313,000 tons in new shipmnts.
!'We've- awarded five contracts for
'western coalto get up to 150,000 to
110.000 tons a week," Wagner said,
-and we've been getting 100,000 to
150,000 tons a week from non-
union mines anyway. That plus our
hydro and nuclear has kept us going."
About ,1 million tons, all to be
delivered over the next four to five
weeks is covered in the five contracts.
TVA got its first shipment of western
coal on Feb. 21.
John Van Mol,--a spokesman for the
agency, said shipments under two of
the other four contracts have been
loaded and presumably are on their
way. Each shipment amounts to about
8,000 tons.
TVA supplies electricity to almost all
of Tennessee and parts of Kentucky,
Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina and Virginia.
Over 43.3 Inches Of Snow Fell
In Murray Area This Winter
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Years from now people may talk
about the winters of 1977 and 1978 in
much the mine terms as oldsters now
talk about the winters of 1917 and 1918.
The two recent winters have had all
the markings for history makers—
frigid low temperatures, high tem-
peratures that hung below the 40 degree
Fahrenheit mark for long periods,
almost two months with measurable,
ahoit On the -ground, ancrsifoiv—plefity
of it. ,
Residents in the Murray area, have
had literally snow up to their waists this




Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray State
University, will visit Calloway County
High School and Murray High School
this week to discuss student financial
aid opportunities at Murray State.
He will be available to meet with
students at Calloway County from 1
p.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday in Mrs.
Alberta Korb's office and with students
at Murray High from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday in Mrs. Charlotte Barker's
office.
McDougal said discussions will focus
on student financial aid opportunities —
campus employment, grants and loans
— for both this summer and the 1978-79
school year.
Parents with questions about
financial aid at Murray State are also
welcome to meet with McDougal at
either school. Those who cannot attend
the high school sessions may visit or
call the student Financial Aid office,
basement Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, telephone 762-2546.
One Section — 10 Pages
Both Murray High and Calloway High girls cage teams
have advanced to semi-final regions basketball play after
winning games Monday night. The Lakers nipped Tilgh-
man, 60-54, while Murray edged Hickman County 4843.
Stories on both games appear in today's sports section.
cool with rain
Cool with occasional periods of
rain today. The highs in the upper
40s. Cool with rain likely tonight.
Lows in the low 40s. Cloudy and
cool Wednesdasy with a good
chance of rain. The highs in the
upper 40s to around 50. Winds will
be east to northeasterly in-
creasing to 10 to 15 miles an hour
today and tonight. Tlie








Deaths & Funerals 10
Garrott's Galley 4
Horoscope • 8






far-breaking a modern season record,
according to National Weather Service,
figures. .
The 43' inches of 'mos* 'thug-far sdr-. -
passes another recent sea win record for
snowfall in Murray, 32.5 inches
recorded in 1967-68.
According to National Weather
Service figures compiled in Louisville,
this winter and the last have had lower
temperatures, but the winters of 191.7
and 1918 had more snow.
Sohrt—Ed- Scott;--11- Weather data
collector for the National Weather
Service, said many of the figures
compiled for that city are applicable to
Murray.
The Louisville weather service
recorded a record average low tem-
perature of 27.1 degrees this season,
lower then the previous record of 27.8
degrees set in 1917-1918.
According to the Louisville weather
station, the average daily temperature
last month was 23.8, the coldest
February on record.
According to the Scott, the high
temperature average for Murray last
month was 35.5 degrees and the low
average was 18.4 degrees. The tem-
perature hit the 50 degree mark Feb.
24: low for the month was two degrees.
Snow has lingered on the ground in
Murray and Calloway County 56 con-
secutive days since Jan. 12, according
to Scott.
Scott said the 43 inches of snow this
season came solely January and
February because barely a
measureable trace fell in December A
winter season is defined as December
through February.
How rough were the winters of 197
and 1918? Much folklore exists about
the winters, and according to a corn-
piration of data by Kentucky Extenstor
Service, the winters resembled the t\»).
recent ones.
-In December, 1917, . "snowfall
averaged 17.3 inches for the state, the
greatest for any month of record to that
time," the report- says. )
The reportcalls the wijiter of 1917-
1918 "very cold" with snow covering
the ground continuously from late fall
until spring in 'central Kentucky.
See WE ATH ER,




State Rep. Kenneth C. Imes (
Murray has withdrawn his name from
contention as a candidate for the U. S.
Senate seat currently held by Sen.
Walter (Dee Huddleston.
Imes, who serves in the Kentucky
House as representative from the Fifth
District ( Calloway and a portion of
Trigg counties ) cited the shortness of
time both to run the race and to raise
necessary funds" as his reason for
withdrawing.
The local representative had
revealed on February 17 that he was
thinking of opposing Huddleston
because he had ''received considerable
encouragement from people in Western
Kentucky and from members of the
House."
Imes said Monday afternoon that "in
all probability" he will be a candidate
for reelection to the state House of
Representatives in 1979.
Huddleston's term in the U. S. Senate
ends this year and he has indicated he
will seek reelection , in the May
Democrafic primary'.
Anti-Abortion Resolution Backers Confident
CALLOWAY WINNER—Teresa Bibb (center is pictured with her top prize
winning painting at Calloway County High, along with art instructor Larry
Dunn, and Vicky Holton. Ms. Holton represented the creative arts department
of Murray Woman's club, which sponsored the art corupetion. Dunn teaches art
at Calloway County High.
Two Local Students Win
Woman's Club Contest
Two local high school students, one
from Calloway County High and
another from Murray High, have ad-
vanced to first district art competition
of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs alter winning top prizes at-With
of their respective high schools..
In addition to competing on the local
level, the art students could advance to
' state competition if they win on the
district level at Kenbar Inn on March
41
Named top; prize winners by the
Creative Arts Department of the
• Murray Woman's Club were Claude
Johnson, a student at Murray High, and
Teresa Bibb, a student at Calloway
County High.
The students won a $60 scholarship to
attend a summer art workshop at
) Murray State University, according to
Vicky Holton, chairman for the
Creative Arts competition.
In addition, other students placed in
first, second and third place categories
in assorted media at both schools.
Placing at Murray High were:
painting and acrylics, Michael Russell,
first, Lauri Crass, second, and Paulette
Hooks, third; water color and tempra,
Claude Johnson, first-, and overall first
place winner; Heather Kodman,
second; drawn*, Nancy Kiesow, first,
Angie McDougal, second, and Tim
Harrell, third; batik, Kim Alley, first,
and Kathy Bennett, third; jewelry,
Tressa Brewer, first, Terry McCord,
second, and Emily Gore, third; and
printmaking, Tina Steele, second.
Placing at. Calloway County High
were: painting, Teresa Bibb, first and
first overall, Lynn Rem, second, and
Kim .Oates, third; drawing, Steve
- French, first,- Ann Sarile, second, and
Meleah Paschall, third; sculpture,
Monte WiLson,linitonald Duncan,
second, and Gary Allen, third; collage,
Kim Johnson, first, Rick Markle,
second, and Meleah Paschall, third;
water color, Tammy Locke, first,
Sheila McKenzie, second; hand-built
ceramics, Denise Rutherford. first,
Diane Hounshell, second, and Robbie
Rogers, third; wheel thrown ceramics,
Larry Satterwhite, first, Lynn Reno,
second, and Lori Scott, third.
WINS AT MURRAY HIGH — Claude Johnson, the top art prize winner at
Murray High in Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts department competition.
poses wIth his painting. Standing with him is (left) Lois Keller. representing the
department. and Bettracett, art instructer at the high school.
—
House Deals Swift Death To Bottle Bill'
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
of an anti-abortion resolution no \A
they are confident of a favorable Ser,i1,'
vote after they succeeded in yankir.
the measure from a committee where :1
had been stalled.
The Senate voted 25-10 Mondi* ')
remove the resolution from the Co;;
mittee on Elections and Constitutim...
Amendments.
The resolution, which passed 11.,
House 77-15, would petition Congress
call a constitutional convention to
consider an amendment to the U S
Constitution that would ban elect'.'
abortions.
The House dealt swift death to Sr
John Berry's so-called "bottle' bli
Monday after the mandatory depns'
riroposal was tacked onto a bat:
corltrei measure in the-Houses. the Giovrrnpr's.' ills1P-Feree -Now
Berry has failed to get the original Eilucation: a measure to require corn-





The litter control measure was
passed by the House despite charges it
would in effect mean a tax increase for
merchants. The proposal would es-
tablish a litter assessment on certain
litter-producing items for manufac-
turers and wholesalers. The money
would be used to pay for anti-litter pro-
grams by the Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
.The House also Monday approved two
key elements Of the recommendations
and one to set up special education
programs for gifted and taltented
children.
Two bills sponsored by Rep. Pete:
Worthington, 0-Ewing, to tighten
controls on procedures for radioactcve
waste disposal sites also were approved
by the House.
The Senate passed a products
liability bill Monday that is designed to
, give manufacturers some relief from
spiraling liability,' insurance costs,
though backers admitted it may be
. several years before results are seen.
An administration measure restoring
the controversial bonus units for
vocational and special education
classrooms and opting instead for a
gradual elimination of the units was
approved by the upper chamber.
Committeeadtion Mortdafisieinciecka
%tole in the House Judiciary-Statutes to
kill a measure to ban the display or sale
of pornographic material to minors,
Rep. Claudia Hiner, 0-Louisville,
sponsor of the bill, urged its passage
but committee members said the
Legislature should not get into the
business of setting community stan-
dards on sexual material.
The Senate Agriculture and Natural
Resources Committee delayed a vote
until today on a bill that would increase
penalties for Strip mining 'without a
permit.
Committee chairman Sen. Kenneth
Gibson, D-Madisonville, said that was
to allow state environmental officials to
work with the committee toward a
compromise measure to clarify some
sections .of the bill.
Natural Resources Secretary Robert
Bell tqld the committee •Monday that
generally the bill - woulttsitrr Tnitr-7-- •
to iirtake it harcl'er on operators irfinas
mining coal- inhabit -a permit. _ •• "b
a







• Delta • •DePartment of
Murray Woman's Club will
_meet Ett 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dan McDatlth
speak on "Choosing
'Antiques."
Musical ' by members of
_Sigma Alpha Iota honorary
rnusic fraternity will be at 8:15
-p.m. in the Farrell Recital




WMU will meet at the home of
Wilma Billington, 1515 Henry,
at 7:30 p.m. with the Betty
'Sledd group in charge of the
program.
_ . Kappa 'Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have an open _meeting at 7:30
p.m. at the club house
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
. seven p.m. - _
Tuesday, March 7
-The MUrray -Preschool
Corporation will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the 
Childhood Center with _Ms,
1V1ary Jane Howard as the
guest speaker (First Aid for
Children).
Style show, "Magic Fashion
Montage," will be presented
by Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club at
seven p.m. at the Clara Eagle
Galley of Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follotVs: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Sara Hussung at ten
a.m., Dorothy with Mrs.
Durwood Beatty at 10:30 a.m.,
and Bea Walker Group with
Mrs. G. T. Mooay at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 8,
Harneinakers Club will meet
as follows: Pacers with'Fay
Jacks at 9130 a.m, Harris
Grove at Ellis Center at ten
a.m., Pottertovm at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at ten
a.m., and New Concord, South
Pleasant Grove, and New
Frontier at places and times
to be announced.
p Alba tar* alibi iellbe were WE* Natal I
We are pleased to announce
that Debbie Nance, bride-elect
of Jodie Griffin, has selected
has selected her Stainless and
crystal from our complete bridal
registry.
Debbie and Jodie will be
married March 24, 1978.
The Showc.ase
121 BY-Poss
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be held at the Boston Tea
Part • • '1 I III •
Perkins) ai 7.:30 am. for all
area farmers. Free breakfast
will be served.
Story Hour will be held at
three p.m. only today at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women are
heheduled to meet at two p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are





meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter- Center at 9:30 a.m..,
and South Murray, Racers,
Town and Country, and
Progressive Clubs at places
and times to be announced.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
'Woman's Club House at six 
p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
_ at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the United Figure Salon at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Tennis Association
will meet at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray
at seven p.m.
Blood Rrirer WMU will have
its Day of Prayer program at
9:30 a.m. followed by a
potluck luncheon at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU and the entire
church will have a potluck
supper at the.church at 6:30
p.m. in observance of the
week of prayer for home
missions. Elm Grove Church
have lieen invited as special
guests.
Memorial Baptist Church
Baptist Women will meet at
the church at 9:30 a.m, with
the Eva Wall group in charge.
Junior piano recital of
Janwin Overstreet, Pachicah,
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in the
Old Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray




Baptist Women will meet at
the partonage at 9:30 a.m.
with Connie White in charge of
the week of prayer program.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Greene Wilson at 1:30
p.m.
World Day of Prayer
Program- of the Church
Women United has been
rescheduled for ten a.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church.
Coffee will be served at 9:30
a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. For transportation call
753-0929. ,
An excellent way to extend
ground beef for hamburgers is
to add bread soaked in a little
soy sauce, mixing the in-
gredients together well. And
this method adds good flavor.
-
 marmsmammeromsmarmemara
Going Out Of Business Sale
307 To 40% Off entire stock
-Weaving material. Sunset stitchery, rug & needlepoint backing,
Flower pots. needles & patterns, macrame' materials, yarn.
50% Of On All
Crocheted articles and all macrame' articles
Yankee Yarn Barn







Miss Deborah Mars, bride-
elect of Daniel- Alton Melson,
was honored with a kitchen
shower in the home of Miss
Kathy Etherton, 814 Bagwell
Drive, Murray.
beautiful white and yellow
daisy floral centerpiece.
The bride-elect and her
mother. Mrs. Curtiss . J. C.
Marg of Dresden, Tn., were
resented with es of•
PLANNING BENEFIT PARTY—Members of the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held a workshop meeting on March 2 to make table decorations and silk
flowers for the department's annual fund raining bridge card luncheon on Wednesday,
March 15, at 12:30 p.m. at the club house. Tickets for the luncheon may be purchased from
any member of the department. Irene Young, standing left, and Verble Yates, standing
right, directed the workshop. Other are, left to right Barletta litrather, Mary Wells, Mimi
Jordan, Effie Vaughn, Garden Department chairman, Mary Miller, and Euva Alexander.
Not pictured are Ruth Wilson and Clover Cotham, committee members. Members are to
come to the club house on March It at ten 11`.m. to astist In setting up thetables and all food
should be at the club house for the luncheon by eleven a.m. za March 16. A business meeting
was held at 1:30 p.m. with Myrtle Douglas giving the thought for the day. Names were
tabled for new members. Ten coffee trees have been donated to the department by the state
nursery and these will be planted by club members on Arbor Day, April 7, at various public
sites in Murray. Barletta Wrather and Irene Young served refreshments.
Nigerian Missionary
Speaks At Group Meet
Betty Sledd, missionary to
Nigeria how on furlough_
residing in Murray, was the
special guest speaker at the
meeting of the Betty Sledd
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church held
on Feb. 14 at the home of June
Cottrell.
The speaker spoke and
showed slides about her
mission work in N. ria. Her
Betty Sledd
Guest Speaker
husband is the Rev. Max
Sledd. Mrs. Sledd was
presented with sewing notions
to aid in her work in Nigeria
when she and her husband
return there after their year's
furlough. This-mission group
is named in Mrs. Sledd's
honoir.
- Nancy Cathey, group
chairman, presided at the
meeting. Future projects were
discussed with Mrs. Sledd.
The prayer list was read by
Jane Rogers and the
devotional period was led by
June Cottrell. The presen-
tation of the gifts to Mrs. Sledd




her cohostesses, Connie White
and Becky Hampton, served
refreshments. Other members
present were Modelle Miller
and Kathy Young. Guests
were Mrs. Sledd, Martha




Mary Allison Hackett and
Clare Elizabeth Hackett, the
younger daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Hackett of St. Paul,
Minn., were recent visitors in
the home of their grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Hackett, 904 Poplar Street,
Murray. The winter vacation
was due to the energy crisis
observed in the school. Mary
Allison celebrated her 15th
birthday Feb. 25 and Clare
Elizabeth is 12 years of age.
They also visited their aunt,
Mrs. -Max Cannon and Dr.
Carfnon, of Murray,-and their
grandmother, Mrs. J. R. Riley
of Paris, Tn.
National Secretaries Will
Sponsor Seminar March 18
The Paducah-Kentucky
Lake Chapter of The National
-Secretaries Assoc. will
sponsor a seminar entitled,
"Communicating Your
Potential" on March 18 at
Paducah Community College.
Registration -will begin at
8:00 a.m. and the seminar will
be from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The fee for this seminar is
916.00 per person and will
include coffee break and
lunch. The deadline for
registration is March 13, 1978
and should be mailed to Ms.
Jean Stegmann, 131 Reid
_Circle, Apt. 12, Paducah,-KY
42001.
"Communicating Your Po-
tential" will be conducted by
Miss Miriam Uni, a consultant
of Human Behavior and
Motivation. Miss Uni is
president and director of the
Self Enrichment Series
classes in Newton, Boston,
and Rhode Island. She teaches
men and women how to
develop confidence and
happier self images. From her
instruction, people learn how
to live more rewarding lives
and how to deal with other
Dr. Hal Houston It ill
Speak. Kappa 11(4,6,4;
Dr. Hal Houston, surgeon
with the • Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc., will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held tonight (Tuesday) at 7 : %
p.m. at the club hopse.
Jane Hopson, chairman of
the,4deritinient, .pmieL all
nienigers to attend':
people effectively. She is
currently teaching her Self
Enrichment program at
Northeastern University in
Boston, Mass., her home.
Miss Uni has designed
"Communicating Your
Potential" to enhance the
quality of communication
throughout companies and
businesses. For better un-
derstanding between people,
the participants will learn
Ways to recognize body
language clues; improve the
quality of their speaking
voices, better convey attitudes
through their voices and their




The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Ciest speaker will be Dan
McDaniel who will speak on
the subject, "Choosing An-
trtjues," according to the
scheduled program.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
%bombers lobo be,. oot
received *Mr booto-dollvoro,
comp of Ilto Norm Lodger
Times by 530 p.m. Moodory-
friday
.
 of by 3:30 p. a. oo Sew-
Armen weed to col 753-1416
bevies 5:30 p. m. .,d6 p.m.,
fhoodwp-frldoy, Sr 3:30 p.m.
oncl 4p. m. Sotordoys, to Immo
dolvory of tim ramspopor. Ch
mot be *cod by 6 p.m. week.




orange punch, nuts, mints,
orange and pineapple slices,
and cake decorated with rosesi
by the hostesses—Miss Sandy
Frazier, Miss Katy Etherton;
Mrs. Bud Miller, and Miss
Cindy Auble. The serving
table was decorated with a
white and yellow daistekin the
bride-elect's chosen colors.
The honoree was the
recipient of many beautiful
useful gifts including some of
her chosen pattern of silver
and china. Miss Marg chose to







Would you like to lose
weight before summer?
Start today —
. Results start the
moment you do!










































A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato




Southern fried golden brown with







Crystal Michele is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Travis of Gilbertsville Route
One for their baby girl
weighing eight pounds one
ounces, born on Moday Feb,
13, at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Travis and Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Dowdy,
Benton, Mrs. Lillie Nelson,
Hardin, and Mrs Bessie
Thorn, Detroit, Mich.






H&R Block doesn't make
many inistakes. Our people
re-trained-out to. But if we
should make an error that
costs you additional tax, you
pay trily the tax. Blcck pays
any pensIlty and interest. We
stand behind our work. That's
Reason No. 14 why EMIR
Block should do your taxes.
Han BLOCK
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Contrary to a 'popularly
accepted notion that the un-
new concept in home con-
struction, it actually dates
back to Roman times. In the
Far East, primitive forms of
the plenum have been used for
centuries.
The system is based on a
simple, but thoroughly tested
and proven cqncept. Instead
of furnace ducts, the entire
underfloor area IS 'use-sill-as a "
plenum chamber to distribute
warm and cool air ,,to floor
registers in various roems.
The plenum itself is nothing
more than an insulated crawl
space, with the foundation
walls made of treated wood,
poured concrete, or concrete
block. A down-flow furnacg
keeps the air in the plenuni




Plea Wood system began ;25
years- -ago and - test - houses
were built in 1975 as a
cooperative project sponsored
by the Western Wood
Products . Association, the
Southern Forest Products
Association, the American
Plywood Association and the'
American Wood Preservers
Institute. Thousands-of homes
have been built utilizing the
Plen-Wood underfloor heat-
ing and cooling system in-
stead - conveaitional cote.
crete slab construction. This
eliminates the need for duct
work, "which adds - up to
savings of more 'than $300-in
construction costs, depending
on the area and local cppdi-
dons in which the home is
built.
Tests have shown that the
Plenakood systere used' in
single-story homes results in a
more uniform temperature
from the floor to the -ceiling
than conventional systems.
present bath with vanities and
cabinets. The National Kitch-
en Cabinet Association, which
certifies bathroom vanities as
well as kitchen cabinets, rec-
ommends vanities that bearabove the floor averaged less
• .000F,
I .1 11.E l_ f 509 .01:4{1-7ry
OP
Trees Now Has A
Toll Free Murray No.
Call 759-402614
C Toll Fres For All Your Bldg. Needs
• YREAS BUILDING CENTER•TNE SATURDAY STORE. •
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AP Newsfeatures
The storms that knocked out
the power in many parts of the
country at variesis times this
winter made it evident once
again how dependent we are on
electricity.
When electricity isn't avail-
able, life is far more intoler-
able for us than it was for
those. who-lived-Weft it 'began
to be utilized, since they had
the facilities necessary to exist
in reasonable comfort without
it. Despite- our consternation
and physical discomfort when
nature prevents electricity
from reaching our homes, most
of us are trying to cut down on
its use, not only because it is
required by the energy situ-
ation but in order to reduce our
mounting electric bills.
Among the ways to do this is
to control our use of electrical
appliances, especially those
with high wattages, since it is
the high-watfitge. Reit& that
consume the meet-electricity-. -
5
tutees that heat up. A clothes degrees during the day in hot
dryer, for example, has a wat- weather can save as much as
tage of between 4200 and 4800 20 percent of energy con-
compared to the average wat- sumption for air conditionizet. A
tage of 500 of a washing ma- room air conditioner uses about
chine. It is easy to see why the 1500 watts on the average,
dryer should be turned or for more or less depending on its
the least possible amount of size. A portable heater uses
time to dry the clothes or, bet- about the same; a hot plate
ter yet, why clothes should be and a dishwasher, each . a
dried without it ishimaever pee- .....couple of hundred matte bale
sible. Electrical appliances that use
An oven has a wattage of be- 200 watts or leas inchide a
_tweet 3200 and 4600, on the av- ' blender, a mine, a window
erage. A 6-inch -range unit is ---,fan, a shever,-• toothbrusteta
1.300 watts, an 8-inch unit About radio an a sewing machine. A
1,000 watts higher. A black-and- clock uses only 5 watts.
white TV averages 160 watts, a Fluorescent eighth* uaes leas
celor TV 360. energy and generates more
The appliances that heat up heat than incandescent Lighting.
naturally send some of the Changing the air filter on a
heating-air conditioning system
is more important in summer
than in winter. And insulation
helps keep a home cool in hot.
weather and warm in cold
.weether because it retards the
Bow of heat in and.aut af- the, _ .
And, what all of us know but
not all of us do, turning out the
light in rooms when nobody is
in them can save quite a be of
energy and money over the
course of a year.
warmth into the house; not
very much, but enough to be
beneficial during the heating
season. But in hot weather, this
warmth not only isn't neces-
sary, it puts a slight extra load
on an air conditioner. Spealting ,
df.afr illeetne"rea -couiPut4-
stud7 has shown that pushing
Bath Modernization
Can Be Cosmetic
Making a good house better ties meet the construction and
is often snore econornie-aethan perforrnance,standards of the
moving„ Hardly anyone moves _American..N atioaal- tendards—_
these days just for the sake of Institute ANSI 1.
a little more efficiency and Bathroom vanities have to
comfort. Instead, they turn to withstand harsh conditions
herne Modernization:- ' suctras.teat and
One of the more popular im-" ty as w.ele as hard daily use.
provement projects is bath- The vanity finish must also
remodeling. Depending on the resist water .and detergent
changes you have in mind., splashes, medicines, creams
remodeling a bath can often and cosmetic spills Varety
be handleiLas a do-it-yourself structure also suffers free) ..
project. Manufacturers of abuse'.
bathrbom equipment and fix- Their shelves and drawers
tures now-produce-attractive. - are weighed down with, the
one-piece units that enable family's collection of. health
anyone familiar with toOls and and beauty aids and small
plumbing to handle the in- - appliances. • - -
stallation of a lavatory, bib or
shower. 
Only bath • vanities and
This allows the homeowner to kitchen cabinets that meet the
therinOSTatS TOWei: in ivin,"----.Attotherpopirlar -bath -mod • algid AN,SI-- etandards are
ernization project involves lit- qualified to display the NKCAter and' higher in -summer.
tie more than dressing up the certification seal, a small; cir-Results from studies of a plen-
um house built at the Uni-
versity. .of Florida . at
Gainesville disclosed that the
`temperature difference be-
tween the floor and fie' feet
than two and one-half degrees an.
for both heating-and-cooling. The seal indicates the vani- 
lianclyrneneiKGA certification seal. - . •




1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.
Come by and see this area's most
beautiful Kitchens. Lel us give you a tree




THE CLARENCE" '1.t1 a a
Odd recess in one wall caused problems in this smallish 13 by 9i
kitchen Space was used for planning center and pantry Range ixas
placed in peninsula which creates fine work triangle Arrangement
opened up ' room
"My Dream Kitchen Portfolio "
islilled with lots ofkitchen ideas.
aist like this one Your Portfolio
will be on its way to you once you
fill in and mail the coupon below.
Make your new kitchen one you
really want, with the help of a.
prAtessional kitchen planner,
Step into a woild of Creattve '
kitchens, designed with a/e.z.,),
A Different
Kitchen 
cuter, blue and white emblem
that is usually found on the
inside of cabinet doors or
drawers. •
Do Oulu
in▪ s tip. fit /roil;
A desire to economize and
in the availability of easy-to-
handle building materials
have led homeowners to take
on_ Many. new deatsyeerself
jobs_ Door installation is an
example.
-4 Wood panel doors have
20▪ always been popular for
• remedeling because they
-1
= effectively beautify both the
interior and exterior of a
, home. The doors are also easy
- to prepare, finish and hang.
Interior doors and pre-
assembled entrances — con-
sisting of a front door and
tA decorative side and overhead
0 features—are available in
No stock sizes. They can be in-
• stalled easily by a competent-4
do-it-yourselfer.
• • The doors come in a wide
ase range of designs for easy style
cl° selection. And, they readily
F. accept any finish. They can be
t=11 painted, Or stained to eigh-
ars light the wood grain. All four
edges of the door should be
finished. and weatherstrip-
ping applied to the bottom.
Wood panel doOrs, with20
_JO hardware and accessories.
• are available at lumber yards
▪ and building . supply centers.
VP ▪ Dealers are also good sources
for remodeling ideas and in-
stallation directions.
It's possible to have closets
in small 'foyers and narrow
hallways Wood louver doors
can make the diference.
Where there isn't enough
floor clearance for swingout
doors, install folding or slid-
ing wood, louver doors. Fold-
ing -louver doors open and
close accordion fashion. Slid-
ing louver doors move on
tracks alie require no Hoer
space at all . *
AVERAGE PERSON
OGDEN, Utah ( AP) — Floyd
Tracy McFarland Jr., a 25-year
veteran of the Ogden fire de-
• partment. was honored as-the
city's employee of the. month
recently, but if was not because
he had achieved something
t= great.
"Mackie," according to as-
sistant fire chief Joe Hilton,
"isn't the kind of guy who sets
the world on fire (no pun in-
tended). He's really kind of av-
erage.
"He's never done anything
f outstanding," Hilton told - the
Reporter, Ogden City's official
newsletter. "There's a guy in
the Li'l Abner comic strip who
walks around with a black rain
cloud over his head and he
brings bad luck wherever he
goes. That's Mackie.
• "But," Hilton added, "his life ,
isn't all bad luck. He is kind of
an unsung employee, and yet
he holds an honored place. He
enjoys the love and respect of
hie family and friends."
(Do-it-yourselfers will get
much help from Andy Lang's
hAdboek, -Precticatflome Re-
-pairs," available by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
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A SIMPLICITY in styling makes this two-bedroom home
adaptable to various living requirements. The study in Carl
Gaiser's Plan HA1029G can be separated from the living room
by a folding door or can be used as a third bedroom with its own
hallway entrance. This plan offers 1,357 square feet of habitable
space, plus a 637-square-foot garage. To obtain: more in-
formation, write to the architect—enelosing a stamped, self-
-addressed irraetopet=a 25600 Telegraph Road, Setithfield, MACIF
48075. '
Incentives for Would-Be Furniture Refinishers
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
• This is a good time of year to
think about acquiring a piece of
furniture or two: Thrift shops
and tag sales are not so
crowded, prices are likely to be
lower than in the demand days
of spring and summer, and the
slower_pace of_ the.eeason pro-
vides more incentive for tee
finishing a piece of furniture.
Some folks enjoy the refinish-
ing work; others resent the in-
evitable mess that goes witle„
such a project. Ideally, the job
should be done partially out--
doors. But there is no reason
why it can't lie done indoors if
one works carefully and neatly. -
Thinking of it as a temporary..,
thing and putting emphasis on
the rewards that may be
reaped from diligent appli-
cation of elbow grease .will
change the outlook.
In fact, paint experts suggest
setting up a- tenipor-ary work-
shop indoors. Find' a 'little
hideaway spot. The corner of a '
garage? A recreation room? As
long as-you---keep-it-aveleventi-
lated there should be no dan-
ger. If it isn't too cold, a win-
dow may be left partially open
so that you do not inhale harm-
ful vapors. A fan should be
used to circulate the air.
Clear several feet of floor
space and cover the spot witea
large -piece- of heavy plastic-.
Put newspaper over the place
where you will put the furniture
piece to be refinished. The pa-
per will help to make a speed- .
ler clean-up, something to be
thankful for after a hard ses-
sion of removing paint or other
finish.
The paint people suggest hay-
- mg- at hand a plastic garbage
can with a - plastic liner into
'which - all- the peelings and pa-
pet can be thrown.
• Mane--StreVing compounds
are on the, market, but the
choice should • be a safe, non-
flammable paint and varnish'
remover. Popular now with the
doaeyourselfer
Itammahla, waxiree, semi-
paste-type removers which do
not leave a wax residue. These
newer products make an after-'
rinse or neutralizer unneces-
Sary. No matter, some 'pre- "
cautions should be observed.
Gloves to,protect the hands, far ,
example. and any work done
with a paint-varnish remover
should be in a well-ventilated
4
As you push ale goa With a
paint scraper or knife, you
might hold a- cardboard to
catch some of .the scrapings if
the 'piece is flat on top. Anoth-
er word of caution: wear pro-
tective goggles or glasses to
protect your eyes from acciden-
tal slips of the scraper which
may deflect some of the remo-
ver into your eyes.) Also, it's a
gated idea to have an assort-
ment of scrapers of different 
widths handy. A beer can open-
er is one which can come in
hatidy., The sharp tip can be
used for cleaning out cracks
Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am completely baffled
by what I have read about the
effect on hot water or steam
radiators of different kinds of
paint. It was said that it's bet-
ter to paint a radiator with an
-ordinary nonmetallic paint than
with aluminum, bronze or any
other metallic paint. That
sounded all right until Lread
further. The article advised the
reader that he did not has e to
remove the old aluminum be-
fore repainting with an - oil
paint. If the original alummurn
paint prevented the heat from
going throUgh, why wouldn t it
still hold it back no matter
what the-top-coat. of paint was"-
*I know this is getting c-,ril-
plicated, but I hope you under-
stand me and can give me
some sort of explanation.
A. - No matter how 1
plicated your question might be
— and it isn't — it could harily
approach the complexity a,
complete reply. All I can.do in
the space available is to :ell
you that about 35 percent of the
heat from a radiator is em,tted
by radiation from the hot
face. The other 65 per, ent
heats the air that passes over a
radiator - air that then muves
around the room. This 65 per-
cent is not affected by the kind
of paint on the radiator. The 35
percent is. The full explana'ion
involves such things as Brit:sh
Thermal Units and the. ,n-
sulating value of paint', but be
assured that it is an accepted
fact that a radiator will give 9fr
more heat when the top coat of
paint is nonmetallic.
Q. - What's the differ' r.. e
between a sash paint brush
a trim paint brush?
• A. - Both can be used far
trim, but the sash brush usual-
ly is used for very narrow 17KT)
and windows. It-eomes in either
•
flat or oval. The trim brush is
also used for narrow work, but
not quite as narrow as the sash
brush. Also, the trim brush is
flat.
Q. — I am thinking of getting
a flush door for an attic room I
plan to finish. I have seen them
with a hollow core. Do they
also come solid?
A. — Yes. They are stronger
but more expensive.
Q. — em.-putting up some
gutters and downspouts in the
near future, 'In attaching the
downspouts to the house, how
far apart should the metal sup-
ports be?
A. About 1, feet, 'possibly
less but never more.
, Q.,— I have just bought some
property and intend to have 'a
house built on it. I would like to
(tackle the installation of the
septic tank myself: any advice
you can give me'
A. — Don't attempt it unless
you have done some work of
this kind in the past. In any
case, get in touch with local au-
thorities to learn whether you
need a permit and what the re-
strictions are. There are many
factors involved, including the
slope of the land, the distance
from the house and the nearest
well, the type of pipe, etc. In
some areas, you may .not be
allowed to do the work your-
self.
(For either of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Paint Your House
Inside and Out" or -Save Mon-
--exteInsulating and How to Do
It," send 35 cents and a
long,STAMPED, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the
co.'umn, but individual corre-
••apIndence cannot be under-
taken.) .
and other crevices, around
mouldings or carvings on the
piece being refinished.
The item should be thorough-
ly stripped before starting the
refinishing project. Care should
be taken not to gouge the wood.
Wipe the piece well witlfalco-
hol or some other solvent to re-
move all bits. and pieces that
might be left. If the piece still
looks messy, rub with steel
wool to smooth the finish. When
using steel wool, follow the
grain of the wood to prevent
scratches which will mar the
finish and be very hard to re-
move later.
You may want a wood finish
that is" clear, or one that is
pretty much- the same as the
original finish. 'Several coats .of
shellac may suffice. Many
books,' for 'example Wallace
Nutting's well-known'*Treasury
of Furniture" books, offer for-
mulas for stains and paints for
mahogany, walnut and other
wood finishes. These books are
available in libraries. One book
contains the authentic measure-
Meets" "Of liateture stretchers,
posts, rails, finials and so on in
line drawings.
Tired of paying those
high heating bills?
Stop in Et discuss your
fireplace or wood stove
needs with us. -










You know, what kind S of needs you have, but noo?
you're beginning to wonder about exact details and
costs. That's where we can help. Because building
attractive, functional buildings on-time and within
the budget is our business.
- We'll help you, plan a building that meets all the
special demands your business calls for. An attractive
appearance, interior flexibility and special energy
saving features can be a part of your new building.
Quick occupancy without unnecessary delays is
a must. And, after all the details are determined.
you'll get a firm price that won't change throughout
t he job.
If you're ready to start planning a new building,
plan on us. Building is our business.-And haVe a
speCTial report on. buildings ..we'd like you to have: Call
or wiite for your free copy.
IICEILITLEF> IBUILDER
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Routs 2- Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029
Phone: 395-4198
Be Sure To Stop By and See Our ,
Featuring the following lines of appliances























Of course, the nuclear industry, just
as any other, does have some hazar-
dous aspects. While it is essential that
every reasonable precautiofi be taken
to guard against every conceivable
accident - and this is being done - there
is a point beyond which imagining
wildly unlikely nuclear accidents
becomes meaningless at best. Those
obsessed with such anti-nuclear fan-
tames, who ignore the much greater
hazard of the real world around us, do a
great disservice to the people whom
they purport to protect.
Recent studies by Dr. Norman
Rasmu.ssen.of MIT indicate that with
the 100 plants on the line ( as will be the
case before 1980 a major accident is
10,000 times less likely to happen in a
nuclear power plant than a comparable
akadentin a tion-nuclearlacility. Thus
the hazard to any individual or group
will be about the same in 1980- with 100
plants on the line - as the hazard of
being struck by a meteor.
By way of comparison, we will kill
about 45,000 Americans a year and
suffer about 2 million serious injuries
from automobile accidents. About
12,000 person burn to death. Overdoses
of aspirin and aspirin compounds cause
• hundreds of deaths per year. About
1,000 persons die from electrical shock.
About 160 are killed by lightning. About
3,000 choke to death on food. More than
2,000 are bitten by rabid animals. About
2,000 are killed in airplane accidents.
The fact is that not a single person
has been harmed by any nuclear power
plant in the United States, nor has any
member of the public been exposed to
any radiation in excess of in-
ternationally approved standards as
the result of the operation of all the 60_
nuclear power plants and their sup-
porting activities, and the more than
100 U.S. military nuclear reactors now
in service.
If we were to assume 1,000 nuclear
power plants on the line and assuming
no advances in emission control
technology, the average person in the
U.S. would receive the following
radiation: 102 millirem per year from
natural background, 73 millirem per
year from medical X-rays and
-trierapeutic radiation, but only .04
millirem per year from the operation of
all 1,000 nuclear plants and all their
supporting activities. That's less than
one-half Of a millirem, as compared to
,almost 200 from natural and medical
sources.
The safe storage of radioactive
day, about two percent of our total
energy production and four percent of
our total oil consumption.
Ten more nuclear plants are
Scheduled to be on the line within the
next 12 months. In addition to these 70
plants, another 158 are under con-
struction or committed. Each new
plant, operating at the 1975 national
average of 64.4 percent capacity, saves
the equivalent of more than 10 million
barrels of oil a year. If we eliminate
:unnecessary delays and provide for
construction capital, these plants can
all be on the line by 1985, giving us a
nuclear capacity of about 226,000
megawatts - about 30 percent of our
electric generating capacity. It would
require more than 6 million barrels of
oil - which is approximately as much as
we import today - to produce the same
amount of electricity.
There are those who have convinced
themselves that nuclear energy
represents a special hazard to the
public, and that the program should be
terminated in spite of its obvious
benefits. They refuse to recognize that
the production of electricity from
--nuclear fission is far safer than most
other human activities including the
mining, transportation, and burning of
- coal, which is the only other significant
source of energy available. There is no
moral or intellectual justification for
becoming so obsessed with
hazards of nuclear energy that one
refuses to deal in facts.
The basic fact is that anti-nuclear
initiatives, like the ones recently
defeated in seven states, are not in-
tended to bring about a complete end to
nuclear energy development.
If planned nuclear energy plants are
not available on schedule, or if they are
downrated, the available energy to be
allocated *ill be substantially less. The
effect on industrial customers will, of
course, be more severe, and thousands
of existing jobs will be lost.
The initiative campaigns against
nuclear energy development are
fraudulent. They are using the "big lie"
technique, taking the safest and
cheapest energy option we have and
_pretending it is unusually expensive
and dangerous. They would make this
nation even more vulnerable to the oil
exporting countries.
It does no good to provide for national
- defense if we do not have enough
energy to run this country. It does no-
good to talk abaft programs to reduce
unemployment if we do not produce the
energy that the'jobs will require. These
are the real issues. The anti-nuclear
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Open Forum
For Nuclear Power
(The purpose of this coliarinn is to
provide . an .avenue __for the free ex-
change of differing opinion's. Reader
response to Open Forum articles is
encoseraged and letters may be ad-
dressed to Editor. Murray Ledger &
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murray,— Ky.
12971 
By LEONARD VAUGHN
This nation has, since 1970, truly
passed from one major historical era
Est° another. We have passed from an
era of cheap, abundant fuels, energy,
and materials into-en era of shortages
and high costs which will, at best, be
with us for many decades.
Americans who have lived in a
culture built on cheap mobility and the
assumption of endless affluence must
face the fact that we have almost
certainly already burned up more than
•Palf of all thepetroleum _and almost
all thenaterallaawa have -ever
discovered, or ever will discover, on
this continent or off its shores. It will be
gone, insofar as a significant supply of
fuel is concerned, by about the end of
this century, no matter what price -
within reason - we pay for it today.
One general misconception on
Congress and elsewhere is the idea that
research and_clevelopment, lavishly
supported, can solve thjs nation's
energy problems in the very near
future. Nothing could be further from
the truth.
The time required between the
successful laboratory demonstration of
a concept for the conversion of an
energy source to a usable form' and the
actual significant implementation of
this technology varies from 10 to 30
years, and it's usually closer to 30.
There is no way, for instance, that a
tidal wave of federal funds could make
solar or geo-thermal energy a
significant resource- for this nation
before the year 1990, or nuclear fusion
before the year 2000.
One of the greatest strokes of good
fortune this nation has experienced is to
have our nuclear industry as well ad-
vanced as we find it today, ready now to
provide much of the energy this nation
will need during the next 50 to 75 years.
Nuclear energy is the safest,
cleanest, cheapest, most reliable
sburce of energy available, with the,
least environmental impact of any --
significant option. The 60 nuclear plants
...licensed to operate in the United States
produced, during 1975, about 8.5 per-
cent of this nation's electricity. Had this
amount of energy been generated by
fossil-fired plants, 60 million tons of




He Can Tell By His Feet
This Has Been --A Hard Winter
They'll be debating the severity of the
winter of 1978 for a long time to come,
but there's on question about it in Ken
Broach's mind. This is the worse winter
he has-seen since the winter of 1945. He
can tell by his feet.
They haven'thurt him like they have
this winter since they were frost bitten
several times while he and several
thousands of other American soldiers
were surrounded by the Germans at
Bastogne in Belgkum during World
War ll's famous Battle of the Bulge.
A small, wiry, quiet maacKen,cornas-
from the Coldwater section of Calloway
County. For a while after the war, he
farmed and operated a store out that
way. Today, he issuStodian of the First
Baptist Church here in Murray, and, if
you pin him down, he can tell you some
hair-raising ,stories about his wartime
experiences.
Ken was drafted into the Army in 1942
and sent to Fort Benning, Ga. There
they made a truck driver out of him.
Then he was sent of Camp Gordon,
down near Augusta, Ga. They then
made him a messenger, and put him on
a motorcycle. But he didn't ride long.
"Why, a fellow could get killed on one
have been required-.This is equivalent certainly a requirement of those things real quick, especially
to two-thirds of a million barrels of oil a 
accompanying the beneficial uSe of -d reth. in all that sand," he said,—.--Just about
lighting one of his ever-present moving into
cigarettes, ''so I told them they could
have it. I told him I would go to the
guardhouse before I'd get back on one
of those things again." That's when he
nuclear fission, and our 30 years ex-
perience in the nuclear military
program has given us the know-how to
do this.
Using techniques that have been
developed during recent years, the
safe, permanent storage of radioactive
materials is actually a simple matter of
good engineering and good
management.
In recent hearings before Sub-
committee, the Energy Research and
Development Administration has
announced a series of options for the
permanent storage of radioactive
wastes. The technique almost certain to
be chosen involves converting the
wastes to a solid glass similar to Pyrex
glassware - and just as inert - and en-
capsulating these glassified wastes in
welded stainless steel canisters. Ten to
12 canisters, one foot in diameter and 10
feet long, will contain the wastes
produced each year by a 1,000-
megawatt power plant. Each one will
represent about $20 million worth of
electricity produced.
All of this glassified waste from our
nuclear energy program through the
year 2000 would make a stack about 12
feet deep between the goal lines of a
football field. An individual citizen's
share of glassified nuclear waste for the
balance of this century will be about 4
cubic inches and most of this material
will be non-radioactive glass. The
waste canisters will be stored in stable
geologic formations deep underground.
As far as I know, no one has suggested
any scenario by which these materials
would be introduced into the biosphere.
There are no simplistic solutions to
the tangle of interlocking and complex
problems that face us. It should be
obvious that we cannot afford to base
our policies on fantasies, fears, hopes
or prejudices. It should be just as ob-
vious, however, that this nation can
develop policies and programs which.
will provide for adequate energy to
maintain our economic stability and
standard of living, while protecting or
even improving our environment and
the health amid physicalwell-being of
our citizens.
The real enemies this nation faces, in
the struggle to overcome the energy
crisis, are primarily ignorance, fear,
prejudice and emotionalism.
Bible Thought
"Create in me a clean heart, 0
God; and renew a right spirit within
me." Psalm 51:10.
This prayer.ot David is an excel-
lent model. for the child of God to
advocates would weaken our country otter at every devdtional hme . And
and cause higher unemployment Their the right spirit wip insure a clean





Ken lansied in France two day after
D-Day in June, 1944, going ashore at
Cherbourg, and for the next six months
the division fought its way across
France .toward Germany. By mid-
December it waiat Metz in eastern
France, and Ken had driven a officer to
Bastogne to the north.
' They arrived after dark on Friday
night, and he remembers the streets
ablaze with light and the streets alive
with people. There was 22 inches of
snow on the ground and the tem-
perature at 12 below zero, which isn't
unusual for a winter in that part of the
world. It's farther north than Quebec
City is over here in Canada.
Ken and his officer passenger, the
only.. Americans in Bostogne at the
moment, were there only a few hours
before they went back to Metz and
rejoined- the 10th Armored, which, in
the meantime, had received orders to -
move into Bastogne. Within hours, it
was there, and Ken's unit was
headquartered in a five-story, down-
town hotel.
jeep driver and eventually
with the 10th Armored.
+++
the time the division was
Bastogne, the Germans
launched their daring and devastating
counterstroke in the Ardennes Forest to
the east. Breaking through the




NEW YORK (AP) — This is annual
meeting time in the age of consumer
activists, who for more than a decade
have been asking of corporate
executives the nastiest questions
imaginable.
Questions, for example, about why
the corporate jet seems to turn up at
major sporting events as often as the
Goodyear blimp, and why the chief
executive gets a performance bonus but
dividends are not raised.
Legitimate questions — but ones that
some of our older executives find dif-
ficult to deal with, having developed
their attitudes in an age when the cor-
poration was not,so public as it is now.
Just 15 years ago some chief
executives, for example, might switch
off the microphone to silence a per-
sistent questioner, and then move on to
a more polite interrogator. Why make
life difficult?
It is different now, and more difficult,
too. Federal regulators insist that
corporations practice what their
charters say they are: democratic in-
stitutions owned by investors who
employ executives to manage them.
That is a grim change for any officer
who felt the company belonged to him
and a few other select individuals, and
that investors were merely along for
the tide ,and should not mdtea nuisance
3f themselves.
Some of those old school executives
are now preparing themselves for the
annual meeting ordeal in the same way
President Carter prepares for news
conferences, by backgrounding
themselves on a variety of subjects.
Forewarned, executives have a
notion of the types of questions that
might be asked. A few years ago it was
government interference, consumer-
ism, ecology, ethics. Maybe something
different this year.
Judging from background material
prepared for this year's meetings, one
new theme could be concern over what
some stockholders feel is an unduly
high level of executive Compensation -
cash and perquisites.
Coopers SE.LytIrand, one of the sto-
• -
called "big eight" accounting firms,
has circulated to clients a 25-page list of
likely or possible questions from
stockholders. Be prepared, it says, to
answer:
"Why is the total compensation of
officers so high or why did it go up?
Why isn't there a ceiling on executive
compensation? What factors were used
in determining salary increases?"
Those are relatively simple
questions. How about this one: "What
were the expense allowances for
executives last year? What is the ap-
proval procedure? Were they reviewed
by the audit committee?"
Or this: "What specific nonmonetary
benefits do executives receive, i.e., use
of a company airplane, boat, automo-
bile, executive retreat or other com-
pany facilities, or other benefits for
families of executives?"




Thank you so very much , for your
generosity during the most recent fund-
raising event of the Community
Theatre Organization. All of that great
publicity has resulted in three nights of
..soldout" houses.
To know ,that you are interested and
to lend your support in such a tangible
way makes us all feel more confident in
the success of the organization. Sandy
Speer, the consultant sent to us the Arts
Commission last week, was most im-
pressed by our newspaper coverage.
Again, may I express all of our ap-
preciation to you and your staff for your
outstanding contribution to the Murray-





everything before them. Bastogne was
right in their path.
"By noon of the day we moved in
there, we were completely surroun-
ded," Ken said, and for the next 31 days
he not so much as took off his shoes as
he and his fellow soldiers tried from
day to day simply to survive the Ger-
man artillery, bombings and tank fire.
When they were finally relieved by
American paratroopers dropped into
the area four weeks later, the division
was down to only five tanks. "We lost
everything we had," Ken recalled. "All-
that saved us was the Germans running
out of gas."
On Christmas Day, 1944, all he had to
eat was a piece of bread and a cup of
coffee. The Germans had captured the
division's supplies as a convoy ap-
proached Bastogne with them, lined the
truck drivers up alongside the road and
gunned them down.
After that, what supplies they were
able to get were dropped from the air.
"At_ one time we had all these—food,
medical supplies, equipment and the
like—stored in the basement of a
building," he said, "and it wasn't four
hours before the Germans zeroed in on
that building and wiped it out.
"Someone was tipping them off, and
by luck we found out how it was being
done. An old man was up in one of the
towers in town and was signaling to the
Germans, directing their fire. When he
was located and captured, he was
quickly taken out into the streets and
shot.
"We didn't let Christmas go by
without a tree, though, he went on.
"Some of the fellow had cut a little pine
tree, and we had it up in the old hotel,
which by then was a little more than a
shell, and by scrounging around in
some of the other buildings we came up
with a small doll and some other things
for decoration."
+++
Ken was hit in the leg by a shell
fragment during the Bastogne seige
and received the Purple Heart. He also
was awarded the Bronze Star before
being discharged after three years and
one month of service.
He still keeps up with some of his
Bastogne' buddies, exchanging
Christmas cards every year with one in
Pensylivania and another in Eastern
Kentucky's Floyd County.
"Most of the fellows who were
drafted from here with me are gone
now, though," he said, recalling John
Adams, who worked at the Kroger store
when it was where the Murray branch
of the Hopkinsville Federal Savings and
Loan is now located on Main Street, and
G. W. (Nubbin) Edwards. __
After spending more than a month in_
sub-zero temperature and knee-deep in
snow, huddled in shells of bombed out
buildings and thinking any minute
might be his last, Ken doesn't get too
upset with the winter around here. He
does admit, however, that the one
we've had this year is the worse he's
seen in 33 years.
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The two per cent sales tax increase
for Kentucky was passed by the Ken-
tucky House of Representatives in the
General Assembly session yesterday.
Canady, age 31, who died from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident at
McHenry, Ill., and Mrs. N. J. Wyatt,
age 79.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Jaycees were John Youngerman,
Phillip Rogers, George Metcalf, Ray
Newsome, and Van Waugh.
Jan Jones and Lynda Allbritten of
Murray have been elected as officers of
the Pikettes, auxiliary of Pi Kappa'
'Alpha social fraternity at Murray State
_University.
Tilghman beat Fulton County and,
Mayfield beat North Marshall in
opening games of the First Regional
Basketball Tournament here.
Truck licenses are now on sale in the
office of Calloway County Court Clerk
Douglas Shoemaker. Present truck
license i expire in Anril.
20 Years Ago.
Pvt. John Simmons is scheiluled to
depart from Fort Benning, Ga., this
month for Europe under "Operation
Gyroscope," the Army's unit rotation
plan. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Simmons and is married to the
former Joann Spann.
Cal Luther, basketball coach at
Dermiritbr the last four _years, is the
new basketball coach at Murray State
College beginning-July 1, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of the
_college.
Cub Scout Pack 45 held its annual
,Father-Son banquet at the Murray
Woman's Club House with the Rev. J.
Howard Nichols as speaker and James
Hart as program chairman.
New Concord beat Murray Training
and Benton beat South Marshall in the
third session of the Fourth District
Basketball Tournament, according to 9
story written by Joe Pat Thornton. High
scorers were Joe Green with 17 for New
Concord, Billy Rogers with 24 for
Murray Training, Gemmel with 1-3 for
Benton, and Green with 10 for South
Marshall.
Grapefruit is advertised at five cents
each in the ad for Parker Food Market
this week.
30 Years Ago
Tappan dealers and servicemen from
a radln.s_0/150 miles attended a sales
and service conference at the Murray
Manufacturing Company March '4 and
5. This is the first time that such a
conference has been held at the new
stove plant in Murray.
Prentice Lassiter, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, announced
that he had received a check for
112,306.12 to be used as supplemental
pay for teachers in the county school
system.
Tobacco sales here for the season
were for 9,041,255 pounds for
$2,552,321.65 for an average of $28.23 per
one hundred pounds.
Benton beat Calvert City and Murray
Training beat Hazel in quarter finals of
the Fourth District Basketball Tour-
nament. High scorers were Nichols
with 17 for Benton, McLemore with
seven for Calvert City, Richardson with
12 for Murray Training, and Taylor and
Davenport with ten each for Hazel.
The Murray State College Symphonic
Band, directed by Richard W. Farrell,
will present a concert on March 9 in the
college auditorium with David Gowans
as ba-soon soloist. ,
Today IntlistOry
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 7, the 66th
day of 1978. There are 299 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1936, Adolf Hitler
ordered his troops into the Rhineland,
breaking the Treaty of Versailles and
the Locarno Pact.
On this date:
In 1573, war between Turkey and
Venice was ended by the Peace of
Constantinople.
In 1926, the first successful trans-
Atlantic radio-telephone conversation
took place between New York and
London.
In 1941, British soldiers invaded
Italian-occupied Ethiopia during World
War II.
In 1945, also during World War II, the
U.S. 1st Army crossed the Rhine River
south of Cologne, Germany.
In 1965, Alabama state troopers used
tear gas at Selma to break up an at-
tempted civil rights march to Mon-
tgomery.
In 1970, darkness spread from
southern Mexico to the maritime
provinces of Canada as the moon
eclipsed the sun.
Ten years ago: Twenty people were
killed when a Greyhound bus and an
automobile collided on a highway in the
Mohave desert.
Five years ago: New York Mayor
John Lindsay, ending months of
suspense, announced that he would not
seek re-election for a third term.
One year ago: Saudi Arabia an-




Thought for today: We have confused
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Let's Stay Well
Exercise Breast Shape
0: Ms. -C. 0. wants to
know if exercise will help
to keep her breasts from
becoming droopy. She
A: Exercise will not keep
the breasts- firm and will
not prevent their sagging
because they contain no
muscle tissue.
If you exercise regularly
and persistently, it can
cause enlargement of the •
chest wall muscles be-
neath the breasts and tend
to make them slightly
more prominent.
Much of the contour of
the breasts and their size
are due to fatty. tissue
beneath the skin. Embed-
ded in the fatty tissue and
radiating out from the nip-
ple, like the spokes of a
wheel', are ducts of breast
tissue. The fat and breast




pTus the Skin, give -Support -
to the breasts, which- are
soft and pliable.
The skin and connective
tissue thin out with aging,
permitting the remainder
of the breast to droop. No
medicine or device used on






Baby Girl Elliott (Suzie),
1, 931 So. 7th., Mayfield.
Dismissals
Miss .Ladonna C. Jones, 404
So. 6th., Murray, Mrs. Ida M.
Stunson, No, 171 Riveria Cts.,
Murray, Gene Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Miss Tamara Beth,
P. 0. Box 6518 Elizabeth Hall,
MSU, Mrs. Hazel L Underhill,
Rt. 5, Benton, Joel L. Carlisle,
Alm, Mrs.-Lula J. Farther,
106 So. 14th., Murray, Jackie
G. Lawrence, Murray Manor
Apts. F7, Murray, Danny M.
Rogers, 802 Sharpe St.,
Murray, Mrs. Teresa D.
Zimmerman, 1611 Wiswell Rd.
Apt. 16, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
Burkeen, 314 Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Moe aii Armstrong, Rt.
-7-, Murray, Miss C. Jean
Colson, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Faye Foy, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Anna B. Cooksey, Rt. 1, New
concord, Mrs. Saneva B.
Todd, Dewey
Harris, Rt. 6, Murray, Rural
R. Jones, 507 Whitnell,
Murray, Robert Bailey, 205
Spruce, Murray, Lake E. Hall,
Rt 4, Murray, Bernard
Whitnell, 503 So. 11th.,_
- Murray,--Mri. Ciarice G.
McDaniel, Rt. 3, Murray,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Matthews (Expired), Rt. 8,
Murray.
DUSTLESS ART
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) -
Housekeepers at The University
of Kansas' new SS-million Helen
Foresman Spencer Museum of
- Art are finding dust hard to
find.
The museum's older artworks
are enclosed in special dust-
tight display cases made of
"water white" glass, a non-tin-
ted material, which contain fil-
tered lighting so that the ul-
traviolet rays won't fade the
rare objects displayed inside.
A highly sophisticated air fil-
tering system also has been in-
stalled in the new museum to
further assure the absence of






dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to











call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362:-
such changes. -
Wearing a bra gives ̀Sup-
port against the effect of
gravity arid- lessen s the
amount of drooping. Even
in spite of wearing a bra
regularly, the breasts will
show Varying degrees of
sagging with the passage
of time and aging.
Foul-Smolling Asafetida
0; Ms. Y. H. asks whether
the fairly common prac-
tice followed several dee-
ades ago of wearing a bag
of asafetida has any value
in preventing or curing
disease. She also wants to
'know .the source of this
foul-smelling substance.
A: Asafetida is. an oily,
gum-like resin obtained
from the roots of an orien-
tal plant ( Ferula asafoe-
tida in which the active
chemicathas a long name:
isobutylpropanyldisulfide-
Asafetida is used as a
cOndiment or flavoring in
food in Iran, India and
certain other countries,
and it has been used in
humans and animals as an
expectorant. Veterinari-
ans use this drug in their
practice as a repellent.
They also find it useful in
preventing animals from
chewing a bandage placed
over a wound.
Before the days of mod-
ern, more scientific medi-
cine, odors were thought to
cause or be rotated to dis-
ease. Various spices t.
came popular to wear to
try to prevent chseases,



























4 Ply Polyester, Black
4 Ply Polyester, Nw
4 PlyPolyester„ Black
4 Ply Polyester, NW
4 Pty Polyester, NW















Oty Sire Description PRICE
































i Oty. Size Description PRICE
Plus F E T .
No Trade Needed
4 , FR70115 Steel Bglted  42,59 .
4 . GRNIA1S-- -Steel belted' ' WIN -SI 75
7 GR70x15 ' Steel Betted. $73.00 . - - $3.03- - -
II liR7S:15 ' - , Steel Betted $303
4 - JR78:15 Steel Belted
.173,00
$76.00 *329- '
6 t3R76c15 , Steel Belted
_
$79.00 $3 34
ON. Sire Description ....- PRICE
Pius F.E.T.




Steel Belted $49.00 $3.09
4 L1178x15 Polyglas Belted 940.00 $3.17
6 H11711x16 6 Ply lightruck $41.00 $336
1 A00s13 RWL Polyester $20.00 $1.95




























All tires not available at all stores. Call for your size.
NO-HASSLE AUTO SERVICE
Lube& $588
Oil Change of maior brandUp to 5 Os
10/30 grade oii
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change • Helps
ensure long wearing parts and smooth, quiet performance
• Includes light trucks






2-Wheel Front Disc: • Install new front disc brake pads • Re-
pack and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect calipers, hy-
draulic system and rotors (does not include rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-typo: • Install new brake linings all four wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect drums and brake hy-
draulic systems. add fluid
re,r4IlleMerellre.rerreleler,e`e,.re4. --re.-er •
"Th
ter season and epidemicl.
Now, when the causes a
diseases are more clearly
understood, it is generally
recognized that asafetida
worn on the body gives a
useless, foul odor that has
-no preventive or curative
benefit.
Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day Tuesday, March 7
• for inventory. On Wedmisday morning; Match 8, our doors will be
open again and stay open till 9:00 P.M. so you can save on
• hundreds of bargeins like the ones listed here. Come early...
because it's fist come, Brit served! Sate ends Mirctrtift 4--




• Automatic defrost in
refrigerator











12 Cu. Ft. White $279.00
16 Cio. Ft. Ave. $429.00
1 . rota $439.00
21 u. t. Mmond $849.00
22 Cu. Ft. Avo. $999.00
24 Cu. Ft. Harvest Gold $999.00





• 3 water level
selections
• 2 cycles (normal and








16 Lb. HD HG Washer
16 Lb. HD Aro. Washer
18 Lb. HD Almond Washer
18 Lb. ND Almond Dryer
16 Lb. ND Ave. Dryer
Used Dryers As Is, •
SAVE ON TV
SCULPTURE4m II TV. THE COLORFUL
BLACK & WHITE - 12" DIAGONAL SCREEN
$9995
















2 " 25 Console GE Color $699.00
2 19" Portable GE Color $369.00
1 13" Portable GE Color $299.00
1 15" Portable GE B W $119.00
1 10" Portable GE B W $109.00
1 , 9" Portable GE B & W $88.00
SAVE ON STEREO
SOUNDESIGN AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
_
$118"
• Records 8-track tape
cartridges
• Plays AM, FM, FM-
Stereo broadcasts







$13Alignment• 88. extra if needed,nade cars-
Excludes front ore. drive cars
• Complete analysis and alignment corr,.:' .p1-to increase
tire mileage and improve Steering • Pre.:.sdn equipment
used by experienced mechanics, helps e-sure a precision
alignment
Engine $3688 air conddrolungAdd S2 DO tor
Rine-Up Price includes part rd la'bor
. arS
• Our mechanics electronically fine-tu,' your engine •
New points, plugs and condenser • Test hirgirgistartirlo
system', time engine. adiust carburetc), • Helps maintain
a Smooth running engine • Includes l'sun, Toyota, VW





Zenith Console Stereo ;249.00
Sound Do ' Stereo ;295.00
25" r $350.00








2 8 Tr. Tape w/ 2 speakers $69.00
1 8 Tr. Tape AM/FM & Changer $259.00
1 8 Tr. Tape AM/FM & Record $279.00
1 Sound Design Console $319.00
1 Sound Design Cons. W/Record$379.00
1 Zenith Console $339.00
Just Say 'Charge It'
Goodyear Revolving
Charge' Account
• edyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credo Plan
•„,. aster Charge • BankAmericard • Arneixcan Express Card
4 Carte Blanche • Diners Club
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday until 800 p.m.
721 S. 12th Street • Murray3y.
SAVE FREEZERS
3 12 Co. Ft. GI
1 IS Cu. Ft. GE
1 Cu. Ft. GE Osest
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'AKERS GO AHEAD -This 20-footer from the right side
by Susie Imes 11) of the Lakers gave Cadoway Countra 48-
47 lead with 537 left in the game. The Lakers went on to
score eight more points in succession and were never
headed agaith Shuffling for position are Syhil Brown of
Tilghman and Melissa Miller of the Lakers.`
ROSE ROSS had the hot hand from the outside for the
Laker* in the win over Tilghman Monday. Here, Ross jacks
up a long shot for a two-pointer as Jada Brown defends
while Felicia Pinner (10) and Barbara Johnson (20) battle
for position.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon )
Girls' Regional Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
1st Region
' Lowes 66 Ballard Memorial
43
• Murray 48 Hickman Co 43
• . Carlisle Co 52 Fancy farm
37
Calloway Co 60 Paducah
Tilghman 54
2nd Region










low-cost 595 Dry Copier are
xtmethrrig else they're -
nth, black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if they* been







By MIKE BRANDON _
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A rose is a thing of beauty
but if it's not handled with.
extreme caution, it can inflict
Such was the case with
Calloway County High
Scheel's ['est.-1'01110r guard
Rose Ross was a thing of
beauty to Laker fans and a
thorn in the side for Paducah
Tilghman Monday night.
Playing perhaiv the best all-
around game of her career,
lions sparked the Lakers
ofwjisively and defensively,
the r'bsult being a 60-54 win
over Padwah Tilghman in the
quarterfinals of the First
Region T-ohrnament at
Mayfield.
"_Wg. _were really. eoncerried
with Mina TOdd," se-la-414h:
man coach Betty Ormes. N
"When we beat them by 14„
points earlier in the season at
Calloway, Todd was hurt and
didn't play. But it turned out
that Ross was the key to the..
game.
"Every time we thought we
had her trapped outTront, She
managed to squirm_ through
and if she didn't score, she
was picking up assists,",
Ormes added. ,
Besides picking up points
and assists, Ross picked up
her teammates. It was an odd
game for the Laker girls. In
fact, it was an odd two games.
The Lakers had a 15-13 lead
early in ,the second queer
and suddenly, within a span of
two minutes, ripped off seven
unanswered points for a 22-13
lead and it looked as if the
Lakers would coast to an easy
win.
Perhaps the Lakers began
believing that because for the
rest of the first half, they
played their worst ball of the
season: Instead of Oft and
attacking the board, the
Lakers seemed to play bored..
The result was a 16-1 scoring
'spurt by Tilghman and during
3rd Region
Hancock Co 82 Grayson Co
37
Owensboro 63 Central City
43
4th Region
Barren Co 54 Clinton Co 29
Olmstead 63 Bowling Green
55
Warren East 98 Adairville 55
Allen Co-Scotts 58 Tom-
pkinsville 53
5th Region
Marion Co 70-Hart Co 57
Ft Knox 47 Bards
Bethlehem 32
Nelson Co 50 North Hardin
47
Taylor Co 67 Green Co 40
9th Region
Ft Tho Highlands 62 Our
Lady Prov 59
Notre Dame 47 Simon-
Kenton 45
10th Region
Paris 74 Maysville 42
Bracken Co 57 Montgomery
Co 47
llth Region
Mercer Co 45 Richmond
Madison 43
I,ex Lafayette 84 Frankfort
38
Lex Catholic 65 Jessamine
Co 43
I.ex Henry Clay 43 Berea 33
12th Region
Lincoln Co 42 Wayne Co 31
14th Region
Leslie Co 58 Letcher Co 56. 
BreathittCo 75 Wolfe Co 47
15th Region
Sheldon Clark 70.Allen Cent
48
Millard 47 Phelps 44
lith Region • --
Boyd Co 68 Fairview 36
Rowan Co 57- West Carter 40
CORRECTION
The incorrect address was given for
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners
20% Off Special
The correct address is 605 Main Street, Murray





By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, based on games
-through Sunday, with first-
place votes in parentheses, sea-
son records and total points.
Points based on 20-18-16-14-12-
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1.Ky. (37) 24-2 994
2. UCLA ( 11) 24-2 926
3. Mqtte 2) 24-3 826
4. DePaul (1) 25-2 605
5. N Mexico 24-3 566
6. Mich St 23-4 456
7. Arkansas 28-3 396
8. Duke 23-6 382
9. Kansas 24-4 379
10. N Dame 19-6 247
11. N Caro "' 23-7 200
12. Lou'ville 22-6 198
13. Fla St 23-5 179
14. Houston 25-7 108
15. Utah ( 1) 22-5 73
16. Texas 22-5 67
17. Ill State 24-3 63
18. Syracuse 22-5 50
19. Detroit 24-3 49
20. San Fran 22-5 43
Bowling
St-
that stretch, the Blue Tornido
had four offensive rebound
baskets while the Lakers stood
flat-footed and watched, as if
they had nothing better to do.
It took a crazy shot to snap
the Lakers out of their
doldrums as Tilghman had a
29-23 lead ant; the:Lalters.had
the hall just across the mid-
court line with the clock
clicking away the final
seconds.
Stirkterily, Mimi Winchester
let fly with a 45-footer from
near the scorer's table and the
ball fell through the net, en-
ding the first half and leaving
Tilghman with a four-point
lead at 29-25.
-That's what did it for us,"
Laker coach Marianne Davis
saisj,..".Thatat our girls ijp.
Mimi played very little in the
game but that helped us as
much as any other thing in the
e," Davis added.
ually, the one thing that
did Win the game for the
Lakers We,s- the press.- And
that's wherejtoss came in.
Playing_o_utstanding
Pressure on the -ball and
managing to stay Oikof foul
trouble, Ross and the rest of
the Lakers exploded on the
press. And, Tilghman blew ill.):
"We normally aren't
bothered by a fullcourt
press," Ormes said. 'The
halicoure press has bothered
us some in the peat though,"
she added.
The fu.Ucourt press simply_
ate Tilghman up alive.
The Lakers were down 38-29
late in-the third period when
the press went on and by the
end of the quarter, were down
only 44-38. Then in the fourth
quarter, the Lakers played
their finest ball of the season.
With 5:47 left in the game,
Ross scored on a fastbreak to
give the Lakes a shot in the
arm and trim the Tilghnian
lead to one point at 47-46.




Dennis(*) Hunt 55 29
Thurman Furniture 51 33
Peeplea Sank 1  49 35
Beauty Box , 47% 36%
Murray Int 47 37
Dixieland Center 42% 43%
Bank of Murray 39 45
Paradise Kennels .  39 45
Personality Beauty Shop 37 47
Rose& -35 49
Hawaiian Tropic 34 50
Jerry's Restaurant IS 66




High Team Game ( HC)
Thurman Furnitire  1077
Beauty Box. .  1041
Beauty Box.  1013








High Ind. Game I SC)
Pat limeelrode 211
Wanda Brown 206
Jeanette Williams  206
High Ind. Caine NC )
Jeanette Williams   249
Verona Grogan  240
Pat Hemeirode.  219
High Int Series (SC)
Pat Heaselrode 561
Wanda Brown  557
Mary Harris 555










Wanda Brown  112
Marge Hinman  162
Sondra Rice   150








. : .... ..- 151
-4 ,
consecutive turnovers off the
press, without ever gegtisig the
ball past midcourt.
On eack/ the three tur-
novers, the Lakers converted.
Susie Imes swished a 20-footer
from the right side, Todd
came up with a five-footer and
after the thIrff turnover, Todd-
scored from 10 feet. Suddenly,
with 4:45 left in the contest,
the Lakers led 52-47 and it was,
all over but the shouting.
. Ross scored two from the
free throw line at the 2:46
mark then Imes followed with
another long shot from the
side and Calloway- led 56-47
with 1:59 left to play.
The nine-point lead held
until' the Tornadd scored the
last three points of the game to
trim the final margin.;, to six_
points.
Ross finished with 22 points
while Felicia Pinner, staying
out of foul trouble and playing
most of the game, scored 17 in
one of her finest games ever.
Todd" added 10 to become the
third Laker in double figures.
Perhaps -,the higgest thing
about the fourth quarter was
the fact Tilghman , center
Barbara Johnson was held
scoreless. In the first three
'periods, she scored 21 points.
-‘•-,..:Ross played just the way I
told•her to play," Davis said.
"She Nayed aggressive ball
but at the, same time, was
careful and Cenl-headed. Susie
Imes did an outstanding job in
controlling the teMwof„,the
-game and came up-with a
couple of really big baskets
late "in the game.
"Todd started out very,",
very slow but she had a good
defensive game and had
several key steals and toward
the end, she did • her thing.
Also, I think the thing that
really clinched it was Melissa
Miller's outstanding defensive
play on the press and the
spark of enthusiasm she gave
us.
"And I just can't say enough
about the game Pinner gave
us. She had 25 aggressive
points and came up with 13
rebounds. Also, Dawn Redden
played quite well but hurt
herself again but we're hoping
she'll be all right for Thur-
' sday. "
"The key was that we
stayed out of foul trouble and
we were able to press. Plus, I
gave them oranges at half-
time. That's the first time
we've ever had oranges at half
but they're going to get them
Thursday," Davis added.
The Lakers will need
oranges and everything else
that can help as they will run
up against an impressive
Carlisle County in the
Carlisle County won the
opening quarterfinal game of
Monday night's session;
downing Fancy Farm 52,37.
The Comet-Laker battle will
begin at. approximately 8:45
p.m. Thursday and the Lakers
will carry a 14-8 mark into the













Townsley 5 1 2 11
C4.3 rk 1 3 3 5
J. Brown 3 0 4 6
S. Brown 1 0 4 2
Johnson" . 9 3 3 TI
Pipes 3' 1 4 7
Martin.... .... 0 1 2
Daw'es b- 0 1 0_
Totals 23 .6 21 54
Calloway 13 12 13 22-60




Wyatt 0 1 4
Miller 1 0 2
Pinner 7 3 4
Imes 2 0 3
Ross 8 6 2
Todd 4 2 3
Winchester 1 0 0
Redden.. ..... 0 0
Totals 24- 12 18
Tilghmankt)
fg ft
TRAPPED - Barbara Johnson of Tilghman finds the going tough a4 she's trapped by
Mina Todd and Felicia Pinner (10) of the Lakers while Dawn Redden (241 is ready to lend a
helping hand.
OFF THE PRESS - Mina Todd scores two points here
after taking a pass off the press and driving to the bucket.
Defending is Jada Brown of Tilghman. Todd scored 10
points for the Lakers.
NCAA Cage Pairings





Duke, 23-6 vs. Rhode Island
24-6.











_Missouri, 14-15 vs. Utah. 22-
i. - _
Creighton, 19-8 vs. DePaul,
25-2. '
At Talsa, Okla.
Houston, 26-7, vs. Notre
'Dame, 19-6.






Michigan State, 23-4 vs.
Providence, 24-7.
Miami, Ohio, 18-8 vs. Mar-
quette, 24-3.
At Knoxville, Tam.
Western Kentucky, 15-13 vs.
Syracuse, 22-5.






UCLA, 24-2 vs. Kansas, 24-4.




















FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. • Ormigli6
No Charge by us.













M.F.A. Ins 62% 79%
Tiny Tots . . . . .. ......... .  58 36
Ky. Lake Oil Cu.  55 17
Astro CarWash 51 41
Paradise Kennels 49% 42%
Allen-Thompson Chrysler . . .  49 43
Boone latmdry-(tesiners . ..  4114 43%
Keel's Purchase Tire 45 47
T.V. Service Crater 42 St -.41% .
ligh Team Game (SC)
Boone Lamdry-Cleiners  627
Boone Labdry-Qesners 1106
Tiny Totts 599
High Team Game ( HC)
Boone Laundry-aemers ..... . . 818
Boone Laundry-Cleaners 744
Tiny Tots 785
High Team Series I SC)
Boone Lainal-Cleaners  1710
nriy Tots 1623
Paradise Kennels Hos
High Team Serial ( NC )tiny Tots 2281
Boone Lsundry-Cleaners 7277
Paradise Kennels  2193
High Ind. Game (SC)
Lois Smith  207
Margaret Morton 191
Annette timeline 186
*Oda Johnson  186
High kid. Game (HC )
Annette timeline  238
LinslaJeassas  as
Lois Smith   228
High Ina. Series (SC )
Lois Smith  521
Linda Johnson  510
Jam Parks 481
High Ind. Series ( NC)
Lands Johnson 639
Hada Beneett. eft
Jaw Parb  801
High Averages
Lola Smith  170
Pat Scott  165
Margaret Morton  153
Mary Harris  148
Jim Peril§  . 143
Terry Undertdll  443





Next Door Tofiacker TV
11/421 North
Specializing in Good Old Fashioned
Hickory Pit Barbecue
,/ Delicious Steaks
J/ 104 Coffee - Free Refills
$/ 2 Spacious Private Ruing Rooms
5 AM-10 PM MON-THURS
5 AM-UNTIL Fri-Sat. 
WANE! FOR IT - 159-18.04
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Tiger Girls Rally
To Edge By Falcons
B1 MIKE BRANDON
Ledger it Times Sports Editor
If there's one thing fans of-
the Murray High girls'
basketball team has learned
this season, it's been never to
give up. And that's simply
because the Tiger girls don't
give up themselves-.
As they have been 'doing
over the last half of the
season, the Tiger girls again
came from behind in the
second half Monday evening
against Hickman County in
the quarterfinals of the First
Region Tournament at
Mayfield.
And as they have been doing
over the last half of this
season, they won. Though it
wasn't overly impressive or
artistic, the Tigers escaped.
DOUBLE-TEAMED — Lisa Kelly (13) of the Falcons is
double-teamed here by Tonya Alexander (leaping) and
Rhysa Griffith of the Tigers. Kelly scored 12 points for the
Falcons.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
BIG ML5TAKE — One of the big miatakes a team can
make when they are up against the Murray High girls is to
leave Jaina Washer (13) open. Washer connected on this 18-



















with a 48-43 win to move into
the semifinals.
Murray was the underdog
Thursday in the Fourth 
DistrictTournament but yet,
the Tigers romped Marshall
County. In the finals, they
were the underdog against
Calloway County and the
Tigers-came back for the win.
The Tigers were neither the
favorites or the underdogs
against Rickman County. And
that may be the reason the
Tigers didn't look that im-
pressive.
We didn't know that much
about Hickman County," said
Murray coach Rick Fisher.
_"We were supposed to have
played them twice this season
but each time, we were
snowed out. The same thing
.happened.to ;15 Iiist year too So
CANDY CONNECTS — Freshman guard Candy Jackson
of the Tigers fires one in from about 15 feet while Gigi Dixon
(15) and Carol Batts (25) are back in the zone for the
Wildcats Escape Vandy
Upset Bid, Irish Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Kentucky and Notre Dame
tuned up for the NCAA
Tournament Monday night
while Miami of Ohio captured
the 32nd and final berth and
Mississippi State, upset at
being bypassed for post-
season play, was upset again,
this time by lowly Mississippi.
Top-ranked Kentucky com-
pleted a 25-2 regular season by
defeating Vanderbilt 78-68 be-
hind Kyle Macy's 22 points.
But the Wildcats were
generally unimpressive and
left Coach Joe Hall disap-
point
Mean , 10th-ranked
Notre D 20-6, trounced
Chicago Loyola 83-68 as Dave
Batton scored 14 of his 18
points in the second half.
Archie Aldridge with 24
points and Randy Ayers with
21 paced Miami to an 84-67
rout of Eastern Michigan. By
winning, the Redskins clin-
ched the Mid-American
Conference crown and the
dubious honor of facing third-
ranked Marquette in the





It was Jaina Washer who
plovided the key that started
thPiTi8er ignitionAiown/4-21 -
the' Tigers tied it with three
_ consecutive • points- from
Washer then Catherine
Simmons scored on a rebound
and Washer fired in two
we haven't played them in the
last two years," Fisher added.
It was like playing against
the Hickman County boys.
That's not to say the Lady
Falcons were overly-talented.
They played like the Falcon
boys play on the offensive end
of the hoar: slow.
And for the first half, the
Falcon girls were like the
catsup commercial: slow
good.
"1 thought they would be a
little more offensive-minded
than what they were," Fisher
said.
-They are really well-
coached and they had a
brilliant' • game plan. 'We
wanted to keep it close and
save our press for later in the
game," the Tiger coach ad-
ded.
—Vat's exactly what Murray
High did. But when a team
plays as deliberately as Hick-
man County, there's really no
way it could help from being a
close game.
The Falcons led 9-7 at the
'end of the first period but in
the second quarter, Murray middle then kick it into the
-tOuldn't " hit linythiltrlalies'and strtire-131rbrOilY"--
kom the field and for over six -"The press got our girls
Minutes, failed to score. moving on defense," Fisher
But, Hickman County didn't added.
'exactly burn down the barn Simmons had her best board
either as they led 16-7 but then effort of the season with 14
Murray ,_got . untracked ..ofn rebounds while Alexander
fensively and rallied to trail pulled down 11 as the Tigers
only 18-14 at intermission, had an overwhelming 40-18
lead in that department.
Murray High goes to 11-8 on
the season as the Tigers have
now won (tight of their la*
nine contests.
However, the toughest test
of the season will come at 7
p.m. Thursday at Mayfield in
the semifinals when Murray
consecutive 15-footers and must tackle highly-touted
Murray led 30-24 with 1:19 left whirh at one time was
in the -third period, ranked first in the state.
Besides the fine play from In an earlier meeting,
Washer, . t wa.s the. prest. Lowes won by 33 points over
.which had _a_star . rale in the Murray High:- Lowes ad-
Tigers rally. Hickman County vanced with an impressive 66-
did manage to solve the press 43 win over Ballard-Memorial.
tin a couple of occasiongrin the. . .
final period but by then, the Hickman County
Tigers all but had the game in fg ft pf tp
the win column. 2 3 4 7
Leading 30-26 going into the 5 5 5 15
final period. Murray scored 5 2 3 12
the first four points with-- 1 1 5 3
Simmons hitting from inside 2 2 2 6
and Marlene Farrell making 15 13 19 43
two at the stripe for a 34-26 -
cushion.
With 2:42 left in the game,
the Falcons had trimmed the
margin to two points at 38-36
but in the process, lost two of
their top ballhandlers, Gigi
Dixon and Kay Aleshire, via
the foul route.
And while the Falcons were
fouling, Murray took Ire,-
throw practice. Simmo it
two charity tosses wt 2:09
left for a 40-36 lead en with
1.23 left, Jaina Washer made
the first of a • onus for a five-
point lead 41-36.
Fres an center Tonya
lie der, who had not been
h trig a good offensive game,
hen came up with her biggest
play of the contest. Washer
missed the second free throw







M F.A Ins. 61", 26 6t
K) . Lake Oil Co 54 34
ruty Tots 52 36
kstro Car Wash 48 40
kllen-Thommon Chrysler 47 41
Paradise Kennels 464 424
Boo4e lanindry-Cleanars   4$4 424
4 Keel's Purchase Tire - 44 44.
T V. Service Center 414 464
High Team Game ISCI
Ky. Lake CAI Co .... , .... 61g





High Team Game ( NCI
Ky. Lake Oil Co. 
Boone Laundry-Cleaners.
Paradise Kennels 
, High Team Series SC
Ks Lake Oil Co.. .
Bone I undry-Cleaners 
Paradise Kennels
KO Team Series BC)
Ky Lake Oil Co. 
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
Paradise Kennels 




' High Ind Game
Margaret Morton 
lane Parks
Terry Underhill .... .




















- Jo Cookairy 
"Our defense was not a good won the Fourth District with Ricia Bennett. . .





vid Bowen ged a "strong
protest" with the folks who is-
sue thiNCAA bids, the Bull-




Before the game, Coach Ron
Greene pointed out that his
second-place team lost only
one game in February, by two
points to champion Kentucky.
Greene, however, was
speechless after Ole Miss
erased a 59-53 deficit and won
it on two free throws by fresh-
man Elston Turner with eight
seconds left.
Vanderbilt held Kentucky to
a 47-all standoff with 14 min-
utes remaining but the
Wildcats then went on a 21-7
burst to nail down the
triumph. Rick Robey added 17
points for Kentucky, while
Vandy freshman Mike Rhodes
topped all scorers with 24.
that we played this way in
preparation for the tourna-
ment," said Hall, whose team
meets 13th-ranked Florida
State in the opening round.
Kentucky may have had
Florida State on its mind
rather than Vandy, which lost
17 games for the first time in
52 years.
Notre Dame, in 'its final
game before . Meeting
on rushing Houston in Tulsa
pulled away from an eight-
point halftime lead against
Loyola and boosted the
margin to 21 in the closing
minutes. -
Mississippi State was- an-
noyed at being overlooked
since the SEC runnerup went
to either the NCAA or the
National Invitation Tour-
nament in each of the last fo
years.
"Eight of the 32t-:n the
NCAA ) tournament-have as
many or more losses than us,"
said Greene. ''And I thought
playing in the SEC was sup-
posed to mean something."
All it meant Monday night
was aggravation as Ole Miss
ot a 28-point performance
from John Stroud and the
Bulldogs missed a desperation
30foot shot at the buzzer.
In other SEC action, Auburn
got 35 points from Stan Piet-
kiewicz in beating Tennessee
107-94.
Louisiana State took third
place in' the SEC by routing
Alabama 103-85 behind






begin at 9 a.m. Saturday at
Calloway County High School.
The first-place team and the
runnerup from each of the
four districts will be included
in the field.
Fulton City won the First
District with Carlisle Cnunty
second, Reidland won the
Second District with Heath
second, Mayfield won the
Third District with Sedalia





































Farrell- ,-. 0//S 2 -8
Alexander . 0 4 6
Simmons 2 5 3 9
Griffith ,/ 1 0 3 2
Jack 2 3 4
taLs 15 18 15 48
ickman Co. 9 9 8 17-43
Murray - -- 7 7 16 18-48
it back in and Murray High led
43-36.
_ Jo the final period, the..
.Tigers wound up making 10 of
13 free throws. For the game:
Murray made 18 of 31 from the
line.
Washer had a super game
and enjoyed a fine shooting
• -night from the field, finishing
-with 19 points. She was the
only Tiger in double digits.
Aleshire scored 15 for the
Falcons, who close at 12-7,
while Lisa Kelly added 12.
"We were lucky," Fisher
saicl. "We didn't play that
well. I thought we were off just
a little but it could have been a_
letdown from the big weekend_-_„ ,
we had. We may have been
looking forward to Lowes too.
"The first half, Hickman
County went inside on us
pretty well so in the secotid
half, we put more pressure on
their guards and they didn't
get inside as much.
'I felt we did a good job on
HAVING A BALL — Tracy Humphreys of the Falcons
gets the ball slapped back at her by freshman center Tonya
Alexander (31) of the Tigers. Watching the action are
Marleue Farrell of the Tigers and Carol Batts i 25 of the
Falcons.
the press in cutting off their
passing lanes. They like to
send a guard through the
Silver Spoon
RINGS
• elegant and adjustable
• fine Oneida craftsmanship
Genuine William A. Rogers ,quality silver-
_plate_in rich Vanessa Baroque pattern.
prii-

















































Catering To All Your
Plumbing & Electric Needs E


































GIVE MORE THAN LOVE...
.3
GIVE LIFE
. Be a-volunteer Blood Donor
Murray Calloway Co.
Hospital Blood Bank
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS Ansv,'er to Monday's Puzzle
Iadliil 121131:111112 Ulan
/ Reverence 1 'Devoured WINU MLINNU UWV
4 Docks 2 Increase
in size 0011311013 IIIGIOIDUI9 Period of 
CI
time 3 Send EMMEN @HU• 
1-2 Toll abroad @EMU CIDU UMW!
13 Cancel 4 Agreemunt ILIIHIBEINA Mlle MUM
-1 4 Rubber Sauna/ MM INOM CIVID BB
tree 6 Printer's WUM MUM NUOUW
15 Look for measure - litilLIU Mal 121A1:11A
1 7 Roads-ide 7 Alcoholic MMIA NUDIIMhotels - beverage' CEID EllilL111011Lo Aguai,,a . .. 8 Wild plum IkIIIIN
9 Chaperon - iiii-Eilgi PliffiECIM L110111mammal-
21 Sea eagle 10 Everyone L311101 INIOUNIC RR •
Children's Checks
Make Work for Mom,
By Abigail Van Buren
1978 ty t ago r,axg‘e N 1' News Synd Inc
46 Poker
ones 16 French for 30 Frozen stake
person "summer" water 47 Emerged
24 Tear 18 Characteristic 31 Excavate victorious
26-Again 20 Edge 33 Tremulous 48 Artificial
29 Frequently 22 Universe 37 Official language
(poet I 23 Tender 49 Female DEAR NO: If the gifts happen to be the right size, the
30 Next in 25 Without 
seal
38 Anger ruff 
.







sh, 52 Secret 
wept -w.onderful! But what if they aren't? Wouldn't you,
hero 42 Emmet rather have a check than, the chore of exchangingposition agentlajatvr ) . 28 Unwant0 44 Liquefy 55 Ad i the gifts? (Most mothers are more familiar than
grandmoihers with their children's need§ and desires.)
My mail has been running 20 to one in favor of checks.
Read on:





































Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
1919 ..ted feat Srdr.os 10e


















50ME OF US THINK LiJE
-WOK-KIND CVTE-












DEAR ABBY: You were way off base to defend the lazy
Grandma who gave her grandchildren checks for
Christmas.
It's obvious that you haven't lived with small children
for some tiffie. A check means absolutely nothing to a small
child. But 111-tell you what it means to...a small child's
mother. It means she has to make. a trip to the bank, and
then a trip to the store to buy something with the money.
That usually means 'dragging the kids along with her.
That:may not sound like much of a hardship, but working
around the children's naps, it would take my whole 'day to
I can thipk of a lot of ways I would rather spend my time
than doing my mother-in-law's shopping!
NO CHECKS, PLEASE •
DEAR RON: Considering tbat an "egg" 4tarted the
whole thing, you hatched a great idea! .-
4C
CONFIDENTIAL TO "J" and "F": What parents leave



















WE CAN BUILD A HOUSE
AND STORE,,, NEW











BIBLE FACTS INC. -
God is master of perfee-
- tion not Confusion! When ,
yeu read-God's inspired
-word, it means exactly
what it says, and does
not need interpretation.
H Corinthians 4:3 states,
.• But if our gospel is hid,
it is hid to them that are
lost." Fot individual
Bible Study or study by
phone call 753-0984.
"Grapefruit Mr iv* Mein
pion won nonspiset thos
gispefrviti - E. setisfyini












MARCH 1ST, At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On




HfOlman Jones, 217 South
• lath., phone 753-3128.
DEAR ABBY: FUMOUS must be kidding! She's the Your individualninny who complained because her mother-in-law gave her
a check and told her to buy something for her kids for
Christmas from "Grandma."
I 'should, be so lucky! My mother-in-law walks in
enifity-hat-Td-e-ct on Christmas Day to- pick up HER •giftsi-----
Tell FURIOUS Ill be glad to give her my mother-in-law
if shell give me hers.
FURIOUS WITH FURIOUS
- -DEAR ABBY: My mother is4lwaYs ory,rny back ahoig  
something. ICs "s;t up straight:, talk slower, turndown the
TV, quit picking your face, go do•your homework!"
What's a poor defenseless teenager supposed to do
anyway?
HASSLED
----EfEAR-+LatSSLED: Sit- up straight. talk  _slowe_turn






What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES "fik:tMar. 21 to Apr. 201
You can make headway in
S X X" X 30 WI
2. Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
'cops Nadi. from An.-
1. Size into anY size. •
Walletslow as 24 cents, 8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
Arlcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
_ most matters, but some con-
iv-ho was-1°°1thlg f°/ -eessions-may be-advisable. Do
an alternate to the traditional cigars handed cut on the not _take on new ventures
ai-rival of-a new babY. ' ' • without thorough investigation.
' We had a baby last October, and being a non-smokar,..il Thisisno day for acting blindly. .....
had no intentions of handing out cigars. Instead, my wife TAURUS
boiled three dozen eggs and wrote "IT'S A GIRL- on each
one with a pink felt-tipped pen.
It made a great hit in the office.
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Try to talk with individuals
important to your aims. A bit of
diplomatic maneuvering could
-, RQL.Q1tAyADA HILLS, CALITT„ ..bave fine- result& But avoid
intrigue.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) 169-
Past efforts should be bearing
fruit now. Study conditions and
trends which, though odd, may
hold new advantages.
CANCER
(June 2;. to July 23) COO
A day for action? Get right to
the heart of matters requiring
immediate attention and shun
persons and activities which
could distract you from top
priorities. _ .
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) iliciCZ
Some tricky situations to
handle. Don't leave anything to
chance. Keep aler,t_- all day!
Look for some unexpectedly
pleasant news in the p.m.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Avoid a present tendency
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to
achieve objectives more
quickly. Improvise oc-
casionally. This day can be a
helpful challenge.
LIBRA,Sept, 24 to Oct. 23) --
Much competition about. This
is the time to do your best.
Accept all challenges with your
innate wisdom and affability.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Extremes (a tendehcy now)
could slow you down, make
action less efficient. Set a tempo
commensurate with day's,
actual needs and don't go off on
stageAnGn.rntsA. Rius
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4° >
Where you are not certain of
your course, take time to gather
more facts. Be sure you are not
following "blind leads" or ill-
informed persons.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VS
Personal relationships
somewhat restrictive. Keep
your own counsel in private
matters arid, above all,-avoid
those who would take ad-
vantage of your generosity in
one way or another.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 -1144,4,
Originality will not be
necessary to insure progress, so
don't waste time trying to be




S20 to Mar. 20) XC1,
Make your schedule a flexible
one. There are possibilities, of
changes and variations in
certain situations - all
putmising to be beneficial.
•• •






morning, March 8, at







will be discussed. _
Meeting sponsored by
Hrttsones Ag. 'Service- -
Free breakfast will be
served.
5 Lost And Found
LOST TWO MALE dogs,
black And white Siberian
Husky, black and silver
No, win 'Elk 1/511114:-
No collars. In vicinity
west 'of Johnny




WHITE Setter bird dog




Match 2nd in turn
around of Calvary-
TegiriTh Pentecogfal
Church on 641 South.
Reward for information
• or return. Call 753-5421
after 5 p.m.
LOST, STRAYED or
stolen small black dog,
long black hair with tan
face. Call 759-1634.
FOUND WHITE siidle cat




cook. Days. Apply . in
person, Southside
- Restaurant, Bel Air.
Shopping Center, South
12th,
PARTS MAN - ex-
perience necessary. Top
salary and commission.
Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32B.
ONE EXPERIENCED
cook and one ex-
perienced waitress.
Both morning and
evening shifts open. Ky.
Lake Lodge Restaurant,









given at the Holiday
Inn between 4 and 6
p. m. on March 7 for
a detail and clean-up
shop manager for a
Huntington, Indiana
Ford Dealer. Must be











looking for someone to
train as a swing shift
-manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food ex-
perience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply bet-
--I-wow-hours -43( ff a. in.-
2 P. In.
NOW ACCEPTING ap-








real future for ambitious






plies, send self ad-
dressed stamped en-




14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 142741.f22.
WANTED USED 10 inch
table saw. Call after 5 p.
m.753-5640.
FRONT AND BACK




CYCLE trailer. Call 762-
4732.
WANT-HOUSE- trailer,
axles, tires and wheels.
Call 474-2320.
NICELOT preferably set
up lot trailer, In-a radius-
- of 5 miles of Murray.
Phone 753-5865 days and
753-5108 after 6 and on
Sundays.




15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,










Used only 1 year. Phone
(314) 334-3846.
CHROME HOLD DOWN











All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners respon-
sible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden
INVITATION TO BID -
The Calloway County Health Depart-
ment. will accept bids on a 4-wheel
drive vehicle for use in our Home
Health Agency. Specifications can be
picked up at the Calloway County
'Health Department located at 7th &
Olive Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids
will be accepted until noon, Marc4.10,
19713. .
••••7704414110,-. .15•04•-•••31/P,Sfr I ,IPO •••••••14. 0...
15. Articles For Sale
THERMO-TILE in -
sulating-. ceiling - tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.




13.95 BUTS ALL OP THIS




• WWII 1943 Peony
- W. I. Peewees
'Men 1120 ell
I • Wooden Mail
_L.1) Mod Peony 25 yrs
I - 194$ S Penny (osic)




Mrs Ow Fro* Gift
Pius Ow Fin Illnellows
Seed $3.95 on .25 haw
re:
JIM DeNNINO &131.
9.00 S, Pie ono.nwmaslillop
Sa10114. PS. IMO _




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
•






Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is


















TWO PIECE living room
suite, light beige cut
velvet. One year old.







canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Call 759-
USED SINGER Sewing
machine, zig zag and all
regular- attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews





HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock,
Columbia Minervi.
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering - weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
. canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
Jug yarn. All types
embroidery • 'and
needlepoint,. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional




Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the





_ ment. All kinds of used
farm equipment at
Murray Ford Tractor.
Call these numbers till







at night 1445-2437 or I-







PAGES THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday, Mardi 7,1171
-
20. Sports Equipment
211," 19 SPEED bicycle.
Neirlf Ilice neir: Six it.
pool table. Coed eon-
dition. Call 435-4391.
243 REMINGTON rifle
BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
case. Like new 1200.
Call 492-8352.
GIRLS 20" bicycle, $15.
Call 489-2510.
15 FT. BASS Master boat
with Lawrence depth
finder. Motor guide,
trolling motor and ,60 h.





for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.










Noon maul asil oppolod
yews.S.tat sip es, mono SSob
is 1iolobs4.





27 Mobile Home Sales
• •
•
.4%6 31E 31E1" X IC 311:a
  1
34 Houses For Rent





home furnished. 12 x
tilt out. Washer and
dryer included. 1976
Grand Le Mans, AM-
FM, 8 track. 1975
Yamaha 175 MX. Call
759-4904.
1974 -11 x 45, t bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent
buy. See at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.





and air. Washer and
dryer. Call 753-0148.
1971 LAN.CER MOBILE
bedroom, 1 bath, large




29. Mobile Home Rentals
















31 Want To Rent
WOULD LIKE TO rent 2
or 3-bedroom house. Call
753-5942.
REGISTERED Irish
Setter pups. Had shots.
Call 435-4178.
41. Public Sales
MOVING SALE. Call 753-
7164.
HAVE PROPERTY
TO SELL? If yoU've
been thinking of selling,




from our five full-time
_sales  _rweaentatiyea.
We have clients waiting
to -purchase all types of
real estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
PRICED TO SELL - just
listed this older home
located in Hazel. Home
•
1978 Un,ted Fealve SInClitate. Inc
'I'VE GOT A GREAT CASE. MY CLIENT 15
GUILITY AS HELL AND THREE PUB -




TION - Beautiful and
spacious 4 bedroom, 21/2
bath home in
G at esb °Laugh 
division. Almost 3,000
square feet of com-
fortable, well-designed





private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality home
- it may be just what
26 TV Radio
WANTED SOMEONE to













with Turner Super mike
and antenna. $250.
91- Hitachi cassette tape




25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
can Ave you money.
Sissonsmth Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest.
27. Mobile Home Sales
THREE BEDROOM New
Moon, all electric, fully
carpeted. Furnished and
" air conditioned. $3500.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280 before 5.
TWO BEDROOM house in
citt. Call 753-1458 aftert
p. m. during week.









All carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
FURNISHED ONE or two
bedroom. Married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
mentst South 16th. Call
753-6609.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT --
someone to share house
in town. Large yard. $50
month plus one-third
utilities. Call 753-8761.




$125 per month. Call 759-
1707.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
with hot and cold water.
No pets. Call 492-8360
after 5 p.m.
ONLY 3 YEARS OLD
LAKE WAY SHORES
2-bedroom jiome on Kentucky Lake. Electric
heat, air conditioned, large living room, dining
area and kitchen with lots of cabinets. Concrete
patio with gas grill, and 120-gal. propane tank.
Nice, large, shaded. lot 75x210. On Canal.
This house and lot can be bought for little more







CATCH A FALLING PRICE TAG!
The owners want to sell, so they've lowered the
price to the 40's. Take advantage! Large older
home. . . winding staircase. . . stained glass
windows... for your own home or it's properly
zoned for your restaurant or an office building...
For additional income, 2 bedroom brick apar-
tment now rented. CATCH THIS NOW!
ha had _ recent
redecoration and ad- -
dition of insulation. Very
economical utility bills
and excellent buy at
$14,900. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-




Within 5 min. of city,
this 3 bedroom brick &






range PLUS 3 acres
with horse barn. See this
,one soon! _
Penny - Good older
home within walking
distance of grocery
stores. P4 acre lot with
goodiarden plot. Storm
doors and storm win-





an opportunity to be
your own boss in a
thriving restaurant.
Located on south 4th
Street. Land, Building &
Equipment. Call or






Week Jeffs ihopphig Carty
SELL YOUR FARM
through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. if you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale













BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie... a great home
for a family wanting lots
of space. This bi-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
41/2 baths, dining room,
family room- plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, approximately
MOO sq. ft. All this plus 8 ,










SQUEEZE THE.. . kids
into cramped quarters.
Ideally arranged to





patio. 4 bedrooms, 2





for an appointment to







special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely' Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
 0 a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,







BY OWNER - A very
attractive home, 3 large
bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage, flo6red attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,
central heat and air,
large lot, fenced
0backyard, mid-30's.
South 12th at Sycamore " Meadow Green Acres.
rEikmoNs254,4061, .,.„ Call 753-9732 or 762-6970.
Fishing for a Bargain?
Then come to Mcdonald's
March 8,9, and 10 and with
each filet of fish sandwich
purchased receive a
cougon good-for a free gold
fish' at Pet World, 1619
Coldwater Road. With each
fish purchase at Pet World
you will receive a coupon
good at McDonald's for a
filet of fish sandwich, the
sandwich of the third kind.
Offer good only at Murray




sale at corner of 4th and
Olive Streets. Ap-
proximately 34 acre lot
pricPd very  reasoriably,---







You can, if you
qualify. With no down
payment, 100% loan,
33 years financing.
Low closmg cost and





home on Highway 121 in




Realty, 505 Main, 753-
5642.
LOTS & LOTS St Lots of
lots. We have just listed
26 lots in different parts
of the county. We have
lots for any use. Contact




A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. . . This 2
bedroom brick has been
well maintained. -In-
cludes • den, built-in
decorative bar between
dining room and kit-
chen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5





Q UA LTI,YT 
REAL 
527-1468 7539625
46 Homo, For sale 49 Used Cars & lrucks
OLDER FRAME ho MAC HORNET,
on large lot in Hazel. _ oor, 6 cylinder, $400.
94500. Call 492-8352. Call 759-1141 after 4 P.
51 Services filleted 51 Services Offered





fireplact in living room,
central heat and air, city





South 13th Street. With 'I
acre . of land, garage




shaft drive, under I year
old. 2700 miles. $1750.











$24.99; 4 year guaran-






49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 GOLD SUPER
BEETLE, with sun roof,
wheels and-tires. Good - -
shape all around. Call
betweerr-f-and- 30-759.
1593: ' •
se red, red interior. Good
condition. 350 cu. in.,
automatic, air con-
dition. Call 753-5362
betWeen 8- and 5 p. m.
753-0506 after 5 p. m.
1976 CAMARO, copper
FOR SALE OR TRADE
- 1970 Le Mans Coupe,.
sharp and loaded. $1150•
Would trade for fishing







1970 GMC, 4 wheel drive.„




wheel base. Six cylin-




1974 AUDI, 2 door,
automatic, air. AM-FM
tape deck. $2350. Call
753-7699 after 6 p.m.






iVarehouse space available, CHEAPER than
Owning yotfr own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
1/Xes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access. -
Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights
Mk do It all for; you
MC DOriakr31
111 111












speed. Must sell. Call
753-990.
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
Scout. 25 used tractors
1976 Ford 1 ton with
Omaha flat bed. 1975
-foul wheel 'drive 250 -






steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood. stove








FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310







by Sears save on these
high heat and roofing- -
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
- for free estimates."'
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Soars Continuous. gut-
ters installed per your
specifications. Call.














1978 Pip-Ups now off
Al used Campers $50" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased beton 4-1-71.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
4.1_41e_outdoecLand-4114--best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
- spacial-
remedy easy to take.
Rank financing available.
Whit.'. Camper Saks •
Iliolomy 94 loot 4 also Imo annoy,
7$111605
51 Services Offered





exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John












ficient service. No 'job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
PIANO TUNING- I can
help you get the best
out of the years of
playing experience. Just







equipment to do yard






roofs sealed. Call Jack




Company Inc. Air con-








esetaeol clews carpets is...
cliSaTu;a1 portable 
power.ho does all the work 
TEarnnses w-and vacuums
out deep down dirt and 




a fraction of the coat
1 V-OU-S-AVE 11-F7TO-
$23 40 PER ROOM r
lee fee only $11.10 • day
Del-Air Decor Store




Parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
•in my home. Call 753-
0684.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank 'work. Field






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
WIRING





children in my home
_Monday-F-ri•day- 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily 'or weekly.. Ex: -
perienced. Call 753-5672.
HOUSEKEEPING












ONE YEAR did NUE -geey •
male cat with long hair.








Call this number after 5:00 to assure









Floored and reedy. Up to 12 • 24. Also barn style, offices, corteges,
mobile home ad-ons and patios, or 11-BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy






write - Morgan Cbn-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, ky.
42001. Phone day or, "
91111111111111111, 
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
BILLIONS 5$ ANNUAL MARKET
Si 00000 INVENTORY RETURNS S2 10000 4,
EACELLENT PART OR FULL Taft INCOW
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to cbst.ibute p•e•sold adverhsed World
Famous At KA SEL TIER BAYER ASPIRIN. OR 1ST AN
ANAC IN TUMS etc Restock Company seCu red accounts
week iy
NO INITIAL SELLING' INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY'
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS'
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, 52995 00 s'5840 oo
Appi.cent shou,d hare cot, tOmorouro or 6 spa..
.10.001e and el.d, be to assume Dowse, respOns,b.i.t,es
n JO lays It you meet mete .egu.temen n•.e .me
neceffe/y cash investment, and ,nce,ely want to own you.
OWn toltMe$S, then WroTe1Oday and include phetne nuteitier t 0
V4 /
; C TRAioS .1#40"RLD INDUSTRIES: ToicINARRIETIPIG.iiiiiicron DEPT 101 •
7613 PegS Avonu• Saint Louts, Missoin1963 133
411/1~4/1110111111101110011111M1110111~111101 1/11b - -*""-
PRETTY AS A PICTURE
Neat three bedrodm home just waiting for your
family. Not much to do here as it is in tip-top con-
dition and priced to sell. Located northwest of
Murray and just recently listed. Don't miss




711 Main Ph. 753-1222
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Merry Patterson 492-1302 BiN Koppered 753-1222
Bill inborn 759-4900
_




Robert 0. Carlile Mrs. Warnock Dies;
Dies Monday With - Sister of Mrs. Foy
Rites Wednesday;
-Robert 0. Carlile pf Murray.
died -Monday at 4,15 p.m: at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was 87 yeari of age and a
retired farmer.
Mr. Carlile was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Verda
NancirCarlile, On Jan. 26, 1966,
and two sons, Joseph Carlile in
July 1947 and q.eo,e Carlile in
March 193'7. 'Barn 'April 20',
1890, in Spencer County, he
was the son of the late John





McElroy, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
John (Iva Nell) Burton: Hazel
Route Two, and Mrs. Olga
:Crerno.nt, Washington. Mich.:
four sons, William Thomas
Carlile, Farmington Route
One, Otis Hillery Cathie.,
Detroit, Mich., Robert 0.
Carlile, Jr., Fort Myers, Fla.,
and J) D. Carlile, .Warren.
, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Florence Goodlett and Mrs.
Ernest ( Dessie ) Cook,
seventeen Final rites - . for Mrs.
grandchildren;, twenty-seven Talmadge (Virginia Colwell)
great. grandchildren. Burkeen of Howell, Mich., will
The funeral ...will - be held - be • held Wednesday .tit brie
Wednesday at three p.m. at p.m. at the chapel of the
the chapel of the Blalock- Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Coleman Funeral Home with Home with the Rev. Glen Cope
the Rev. Claude M. Prince of officiating and Mrs. Otto
McKenzie, Tn., officiating and trwin as organist.
Mrs. Oneida White as organist Pallbearers will be Charlie,
and soloist. Frank, David, Ronnie, and
Grandsons Will serve as Robert Burkeen, and Larry
pallbearers and burial will Weatherford. Burial will
follow in the- Mt. Pleasant follow in the Murray City
Cemetery in-- Henry County, CeMetery.
 Tn. Frigsnds may call at the
Friends may call at the funeral home after six p.m.
.• 4varne-after4air-p-cm.,.
today (Tuesday ).
Don't Blame Your Age
For Poor Hearing
Chicago', III.—A free offer of
pet: i a I interest to those %hi)
-hear 4; bat Jo nors—unders-cind
%ords has beeh annopnced by
Beltone. A non-kiperzting
Mrs. Burkeen, age 53, died
Saturday at a- hospital in
Brighton, Mich_ Her husband
-.died Jan. 1, 1950. She is sur-
vived by one daughter, Mrs.





Mrs. 3. M ittozelie atesi
Warnock, sister of Mrs. Mary
Foy of Murray, died Sunday at
her home in, Akron, Ohio. She
was 63 years of age and a
former resident of Graves
County.
She is survived by her
husband, J. M. Warnock,
--Akron,- -f)hirr -two daughters,
Mrs. Pam Callen, Akron,
Ohio, and Mrs. Beverly
Johnson- San Juan, Puerto
Rico; one sister. Mrs, Mary
Foy, Murray; -two brothers,
_Harry_ .Y.ates, Lone ,9alt., anti .
Nolan Yates, Graves County;
three grandchildren.
The funeral , will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Billows Funeral
Home, Akron, Ohio, with
burial to follow in that city:
, The. 4arni1t requests „that-
- -expressions of sympathy take
.the form of contributions to
the Mid-West Orphans Home,
Box 45, Pleasant Plain, Ohio:
45162.
Final Rites Here the Hillcrest Cemetery at 




-Lon . W. • Gansner -Hazel
Route Two died late Sunday
afternoon at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 88 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and -at-tended the
United Methodist Church.
Born April 13, 1889, in Ten-
nessee, he was the last sur-
viving of the thirteen children
of the late Nick Gansner and
.Saraii.Andrew. Gansser.
Mr. Gansner was married
Dec. 24, 1911, to the former
Amanda Stubblefield, who
survives along with two sons,
Marvin and Clarence Gan-
sner, both Of Coffeen, Ill., four
grandchildren', and seven
gfeat grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at
LeDon Chapel, . Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn, with
the Rev. Jerry Dunn of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in





The funeral for, Mrs. Noma
Jones, 85 year old resident of
609 Olive Street, Benton, is
being held today at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Otis Jones and the Rev. L. E.
Moore officiating Burial will
Grain Production
Meeting Slated
The University of Kentucky
Cooperative Esirnion,Aler-
- vice is sponsorUng a county
wide _grain production
meeting at West Kentucky
Livestock Exposition Center
on College Farm Road at 7
-p.m. Thursday, March 9.
According to county agent
Ted Howard, the meeting will
deal with topics like grain
fertility varieties, weed
herbicides and grain storage.
Everyone is invited to the
meeting. UK extension grain







Inc.. will be featured speaker
at the luncheon at the United
Campus Ministry on Wed-
nesday, March 8.
Hi,, topic will be "A_ Year's
End Review of Community
Theatre and Its Prospects For
The Future."
Valentine has been the
organizer and director of
_theatre- productions-of many
varieties-during the past year
in Murray. The shows include
"Androcles And The Lion."
"Tom Sawyer," "The Fan-
tastiks," and most recently
the "You Ain't Seen Nothin'
Y6t" dinner theatre.
The luncheon will. be from
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. at the ppm
building, 202 North 15th Street.
Anyone' interested may attend
and call 753-3531 for in-
formation.
follow in the Unity Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones died Saturday at MSU Student
5.
County Hospital, Benton.
-Survivors include four Injured In
daughters, Mrs. Ruby Lee,
Hardin, Mrs. Mary Barnett,
Valparaiso, Ind., Mrs.
Ravenel Brown, Hobart, Ind.,
and Mrs. Betty Mathis,
Dallas, Tea.; three sons,-
Enclid and Paul Jones,




model of the smallesitteltone Cecil Freeman of Hardin All City Chaid of its kind %ill be giy en ab- Route One did---Sunda--at .
solutely free to anyone absyser-
ing this ads ertisement
- Send for.this•model,-.puiwon-
and near it in the prisacy
yodrossn home. While many
people NY ith a hearing loss null
not recei%e any -significant
benefit from any. hearing aid,
- free model -will ,how you
ho% tiny hearing help can be. It
is not a real hearing aid, and
it's yours to keep, free. The ac-
tual aid--weighs-les-c-thana third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
in one unit.
These models-art free, so v. e
suggest ''ou %rite for yours
nos. Again. Yse.repeat, there is
no cost, and certainty no obli-
gation. Thousands havealready
been mailed, so Write today to
Dept. 5800, Beltone Elec-
tronics, 4204 W. Victoria Si.,
Chicago, Illinois 60646.
11:25 p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
- He and his wife, Jean,
- operated a grocery store on
Highway 80 between Hardin
and Aurora.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jean Freeman; three
si:sters, Mrs. Modena Carroll,
Murray, Mrs. Christine Sirls
and Mrs. Waudine Newton.
both of Renton; four brothers,
Cletus of Paducah, Arvus of
Murray, and Ernest and
Marshall, both of Benton. -
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. Eugene
Meadows and the Rev. Clyde
Leeds officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens•




With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
Combination Salmi (with meal) Only
tSuper Special For Kids 1 /Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes es Aktwoses
FREE REFILLS ON BRINES
You Can't Eat This Good










T e 110 op. less Col..
510 Main 753-2975 '
PAGLIAI'S CLOSED?
Yes, we're sorry too.
But We Will Be Closed
March 13, 14 8 15
But Only To Remodel





(liar, made up of 65 students
from five high schools in
Evansville, Ind., will appear
in concert at. Murray State
UniverSity on Wednesday,
March 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the old
recital hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
The program is sponsored
by the Department of Music
and the College of Creative
Expression on the campus.
• Conductors for the choir,
which is on a tour of the area,
are William Johnson, a 1950
graduate of Murray State, and
Charles Eakins. •
The public is invited to
attend at no charge, according
to Larrie Clark, assistant




UMWA Miners Vow Taft-Hartley
Act 'Ain't.-Gonna Work'
John Harcourt, 21, a junior
recreation and park ad-
ministration major at Murray
State University, was injured
Monday afternoon while
diving into the university pool
in the Carr Health Building.
Harcourt, the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Jules Harcourt of 1710
Magnolia Drive, reportedly
struck his head on the bottom
of . the .pool causing a
laceration and a neck injury.
Harcourt was treated at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and later transferred
to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah where he is listed in
satisfactory condition.
A hospital spokesman said
Harcourt sustained what is
called a- ~stable fracture!' of
the neck. Harcourt is reported
resting well and no paralysis
has resulted from the injury.
Harcourt was working in the
university's learn-to-swim
program with students from
the secOnd grade at East
Calloway Elementary School
at the time of the accident.
According to a university'
spokesman Harcourt's father,
who is chairman of the
Department of Business
Education and Administrative
Management at MSU, said
that physicians attending the
younger Harcourt are giving a
favorable prognosis.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Av. +0.95 _-
Airco 39% +La
Air Products • 25-38 . +1,8
Ameeican Motors .4% unc'
Ashland Oil  28% unc
T ....... . .60t4
Ford Motor Co 4358 +Ili
Gen., Dynamics . 464 unc
General Motors 584
General Tire 24% +%
Goodrich .....  19,8 unc
Gulf Oil  24,4 unc
IBM 243,4 +2x4
Pennwalt . 322 unc
Quaker Oats . 21 unc
Tappan .. 82 unc
Western Union 1634 +k-4
Zenith Radio 12411
Prices of dock of local ',dere* at noon
EDT, today, furniahed to the Ledger h
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are es follows:
Heublein Inc. . 26'2 -4- 12
McDonalds,Corp. 44'-'2 14
Ponderosa Systems 05,4 unc
Kimberly Clark 4k +
Union Carbide s  3818 unc
W.R. Grace 24%
Texaco 25;4
_Sireneral Elec. .4478 unc
Ha rdees 11% +38
Georgia Pacific 24% unc
Pepsiee 2458 unc
Jim Walters . _2778 unc





















gy The Assoitated Preis -
"It ain't gonna work," said one mine
-Alainn official. Another called it "slaw-
labor." An Ohio miner was even more
succinct as he watched President
Carter on television invoking the Taft-
Hartley Act. "That cicies it," he said,
and walked out.
Similar comments were heard across
the coalfields Monday as miners heard
Carter announce the first moves to
order them back on 91st day of the
United Mine Workedtrike, a day in
which even harsher . power cutbacks
were announced in the coal-short
Midwest.
Carter named a panel whose job it
will be to recommend an 80-day, back-
to-work order during which new efforts
could be made to negotiate a contract.
The panel has scheduled a hearing
Wednesday, and a federal judge could
be asked for an order that same day.
AdMinistration sources also noted
miners who violate a government order
might become ineligible for food
stamps and that refusal to work could
result in fines or jail sentences for local
union leaders.
Army staff officers, meanwhile, were
reported reviewing civil disturbance
control claps, but Pentagon officials
sail-federal-troops wouldbei-ised-iii the
coal strike crisis only as a very last
resort.
Carter acted after miners from
- Appalachia to as far west as Oklahoma
rejected, by a more than 2-to-1 margin,
the latest offer from the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association. They had.
Voted over the Weekend and Monda,v.'
Whether the 166,000 striking miners
would return to the job under orders
was in serious doubt, given the UMW
tradition of no-contract, no-work, and
the attitude of many miners' toward
Carter's latest move. Some miners
interviewed Monday said they would go
back, but-many more said they would
not or would wait for local union votes.
_. UMW _President . 4rnold Miller
predicted fever Than half the strikers
would return to work under Taft-
Hartley. "And those that 'don't go to
work will try to stop those that do," he
said. "It's a sticky situation."
Some miners -expected -violence —
should any men return to work. Chester
Newsome, president of Local 8100,
wrucn favors the contract, said Ius
truck was smashed and overturned
Monday near Pikeville, Ky.
Sortie iñfriirs and'unionleaders arse)
said miners would go back only if the
government seized the mines — one
other option open to Carter and one they
felt would put the onus on mine
_Operators as well is miners.
"Nobody is going back. We want
seizure, not Taft," said miner Terry
Hodge near Cabin Creek, W.Va.
Man Charged After Chase;
Police Cars Damaged
Two Murray city police cruisers have
sustained. over 11,000 damage after
being involved in a chase to apprehend
a man later charged with driving under
the influence -of intoxicants. '
Murray City Police Saturday night
charged 30-year-old David Downey,
Route 8, with driving under the in-
fluence and reckless driving. Downey
appeared in Calloway County District
Court 'Monday and is 9chedtt1ed to
reappear in court again March 20,
according to court officials.
Weather..
( According to Murray Police Chief
Brent Manning, city police followed
Downey 04 Of Murray on KY 94 going
w"bolt. him in" wgiiithdt:ifieero ca snianagabout three
miles out of town. One cruiser got in
front of the suspect and one to the side,
forcing him to stop, Manning said.
Even after stopping, Manning said
the suspect "backed up and.hit" one of
the cruisers. Manning said Dan Kelley
and Steve Hale were the two policemen
who arrested Downey,_____
• (Continued From Page 1)
"Over much, if not all, of Kentucky
( it was) the coldest January on
record," the report states. Tem-
peratures hit the 12 to 20 degree below .
zero mark Jan. 12, 1918, "with a wind
speed of 30 m.p.h. during most of the
day..."
"The total snowfall for the month was
the heaviest known to that date; with
some stations reporting more than
three feet, snow covered the ground
during the entire month except in some
southern counties," the report says of
January, 1918.
According to the. Weather Service,
"snowfall is quite Variable .from year to
year" in the Murray area. In the years
from 1951 to 1975, according to Weather
Service statistics, the average snowfall
per season was 7.4 inches. Some 18.3
inches of snowfall accumulated during
the winter season lett year. That-
cbmpares to the over 43 inches this
year.
UNIROYAL We're taming the tiger
with a Safari Sale featuring






















It's the Right Time
to Get Quality And Value!





Store Hours: Mon.-through Thurs. 14 Fri. 74, Closed Sat. -
